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1 Introduction

In addition to well-established standard for local area networks, such as IEEE 802.11, in recent

years there has been an increasing proliferation of broadband networks, capable of providing

applications and services, characterized by high data rateand stringent requirements of QoS.

More specifically we refer to next-generation technologies, in particular 3GPP Long Term Evo-

lution (LTE) and, to a lesser exent, IEEE 802.16 (WiMAX). Along with a technological evolution

of networks, there is a gradual development of these ones also from an architectural point of

view, migrating from traditional cellular networks (with macro Base Stations located on the

territory to provide connectivity to users) to heterogeneous network scenarios where different

devices coexist in the same layout. In particular the inclusion within a network of so-called

femto Base Stations (femto-BSs), i.e. devices with the samefunctionalities of macro-BSs but at

low power (and therefore low coverage) and low cost, gives rise to a performance improvement

from a global point of view. In fact these BSs can ensure coverage and service to users expe-

riencing bad channel conditions, such as users on cell-edgeor users in indoor environments.

However many integration problems for placing the femtocells into existing homogeneous net-

work layouts must be faced, especially if the femto-BSs adopt a policy of restricted access to

only authorized users.

This thesis provides an overview of these emerging network scenarios, highlighting the

main aspects and problems and the current solutions proposed in the literature. The considered

scenarios (new generation broadband homogeneous network environments and mixed macro-

femto ones) are modeled in terms of optimization problems and analyzed through simulations

carried out using a custom-made network simulator (developed in C++ and Matlab). This

simulator implements a mixed macro-femto layout, with macro-hexagonal cells arranged on a

toroidal surface and a channel model consistent with the specifications contained in the docu-

ment 3GPP TR 25996 (release 8) [3].

With regards to a typical OFDMA network with a reuse factor equal to 1 and charac-

terized by only macro-BSs (possibly with different transmit power levels), the effects of different

allocation schemes on the aggregated network-level performance are analyzed. In particular

greedy allocation schemes, i.e. schemes utilizing all the carriers available in each cell, and non-
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greedy schemes, i.e. schemes leaving some resources empty,in order to reduce interference with

other cells, are compared. Different policies of power allocation on the subchannels (uniform

and according to a water filling approach) are investigated too. Simulations are repeated by

varying the propagation models, the topology of the networkand under different operation con-

ditions. Simulation results are devoted to investigate thenetwork scenarios in which network

planning and mobile station feedbacks are (or are not) advantageous from a network point of

view.

As far as concerns mixed macro-femto scenarios, simulations have been run with the aim

to evaluate the effects on the network peformance deriving from the introduction of femtocells

in a homogeneous layout. Total and per-user statistics are considered, analyzing the benefits

and/or disadvantages encountered by users respectively associated to macro- and femto-BSs,

under different network configurations. Different scenarios are simulated, by varying the den-

sity of femtocells, the scheme of distribution of power on the subchannels, the maximum trans-

mit power levels for macro- and femto-BSs and the percentageof resource usage (forcing only

the macro-BSs or all the BSs in the network to make a partial use of the available per-cell

resources).

Finally a study devoted to consider energy implications in these heterogeneous contexts

is presented. Energy considerations are carried out both onBase Station-side (macro and

femto) and on user-side. Simulations, devoted to compare the energy efficiency of macro- and

femto-BSs, confirm that femto-BSs provide a consistent improvement in the system capacity,

while maintaining a very low energy consumption compared tothe macro-BSs. For this reason

the use of femtocells represents a suitable solution for thedeployment of green networks. With

reference to the user-side implications, we referred to the802.11 technology for evaluating

experimental measurements, and specifically to a common USBdongle. The rationale of this

study was to understand the impact of transmit power tuningson the overall card consumption,

under the assumption that 3G USB cards (over which we do not have full configuration control)

will exhibit a similar behavior. The accurate measurementshave enabled to evaluate the energy

consumption of these cards under different operation conditions (different PHY transmit rates

and transmit powers), isolate the consumption quota of different card sub-systems, including

2
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the power amplifier, the RF-front end, the baseband and the host interface, and study the effects

of power control on their energy saving (which has led to support the low efficiency of this

technique aimed at saving energy).

3
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2 OFDMA-based technologies

Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiple Access(OFDMA) is the multi-user version of theOr-

thogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing(OFDM) digital modulation scheme. Its scalability,

its MIMO-friendliness and its ability to take advantage of channel frequency selectivity make

it one of the most promising multiple access technologies for the emergent broadband wire-

less communication systems. Not by chance in fact standardsas IEEE 802.16 (WiMax) [4]

and 3GPP Long Term Evolution (LTE) [5] just implement it as physical layer multiple access

scheme. This chapter describes in detail the OFDMA modulation and its implication in the

main wireless communication systems which implement it, WiMax and LTE precisely.

2.1 Generalities

OFDMA can be considered as an evolution of previous access schemes, in particularFrequency

Division Multiplexing(FDM) andOrthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing(OFDM). They

are spread spectrum techniques in which signals are transmitted over multiple frequencies si-

multaneously, at the same time slot. The initial high rate data stream is divided into multiple

parallel lower rate data streams: each sub-stream is then modulated using schemes such as

PSK (Phase Shift Keying) or generically QAM (Quadrature Amplitude Modulation) at different

cardinality (i.e. BPSK, QPSK, 16-QAM, 64-QAM).

In the FDM case, each subcarrier is separately modulated anda guard band is placed

between two adjacent subcarriers in order to avoid signal overlap, as shown in Fig. 1 on the fol-

lowing page. In OFDM the subcarriers are closely spaced to each other (absence of guard bands

between adjacent frequencies, Fig. 2 on the next page), without causing interference. This is

possible because the subcarriers are orthogonal, i.e. the peak of a subcarrier coincides with the

null of an adjacent one. So OFDM needs less bandwidth than FDMto carry the same amount of

information, that means higher spectral efficiency. In addition to this, OFDM is efficiently able

to face interference and frequency-selective fading caused by multipath because equalizing is

done on a subset of subcarriers instead of a single broader carrier and frequencies with high bit-

rate errors can selectively be ignored. ISI (Inter Symbol Interference) effect is suppressed thanks

to a longer symbol period of the parallel OFDM subcarriers compared to a single carrier system
4
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Figure 1: Placement of subcarriers in FDM.

Figure 2: Placement of subcarriers in OFDM.

and thanks to the use of acyclic prefix(CP). These aspects make OFDM particularly suitable for

Non-Line-Of-Sight(NLOS) environments. Nowadays OFDM is implemented in many broad-

band applications, including digital TV broadcasting, digital audio broadcasting,Asynchronous

Digital Subscriber Line(ADSL) modems and WiFi technologies (IEEE 802.11a/g).

Like OFDM, OFDMA employs multiple closely spaced subcarriers, but they are grouped

into units named subchannels (Fig. 3). Different grouping policies for the subcarriers are pos-

sible: as specified for example in the IEEE 802.16e standard [6], PUSC (Partial Usage of Sub

Channels) and AMC (Adaptive Modulation and Coding) are permutation schemes that define

non-adjacent and adjacent subcarrier groupings for a subchannel, respectively. The reason to

consider appropriate grouping schemes is that the multipath channel responses are frequency

selective. Consequently exploiting the frequency diversity is a key aspect in these contexts and

this can be achieved by suitable mapping of subcarriers to subchannels and by coding and in-

Figure 3: Subcarrier management in OFDM and OFDMA.

5
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Figure 4: Resource allocations in OFDM and OFDMA.

terleaving. In [7] the author shows that by leveraging frequency diversity, the performance of

OFDMA can be much better than that of Single Carrier FDMA (SC-FDMA) schemes, used for

example in the UL of LTE for power efficiency reasons.

Fig. 4 shows the allocation of the subchannels in a time-frequency plan, respectively in

OFDM and OFDMA schemes. While in the OFDM case, for a fixed timeslot, all the subcarriers

are allocated to an unique user, in the OFDMA scheme different subchannels can be assigned

to different users (each colour is related to a specific user). So OFDMA can be seen as a

combination of frequency domain and time domain multiple access, where the resources are

partitioned in the time-frequency domain, being slots assigned along the OFDM symbol index

as well as the OFDM subcarrier index.

Subchannelization guarantees a high flexibility in the assignment of the subchannels

within the same time slot, but it causes a computational overhead compared to other more

static techniques: in fact how many and what resources are assigned to the different users of the

network is an information which must be periodically signaled. Based on feedback information,

subchannels can be allocated to users in an adaptive way, depending on their channel conditions,

data requirements and requiredQuality of Service(QoS). If the assignment is done sufficiently

fast, this further improves the OFDM robustness to fast fading and interference, and even better

system spectral efficiency can be achieved. So, while OFDM isvery suitable for fixed and

low mobility scenarios where the channel conditions are constant or slowly changing, OFDMA

works well in high mobility scenarios too. Exploiting the subchannelization of OFDMA, within

a same time slot, heterogeneous levels of transmit power canbe allocated on the resources

6
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Figure 5: Discrete-time system model of OFDMA [1].

assigned to the various user devices, depending on the different SINR (Signal-to-Interference

and Noise Ratio) values perceived. Moreover in uplink, the subchannelization can guarantee

energy saving especially to battery-powered user devices (in mobile contexts for example),

because they can concentrate power selectively on the subset of carriers assigned to them, rather

than on all the carriers.

Nowadays OFDMA is mainly used in the mobility mode of theIEEE 802.16 Wireless

MAN standard (commonly known as WiMax), in the downlink of the3GPP Long Term Evo-

lution (LTE) fourth generation mobile broadband standard (also referred to asEvolved UMTS

Terrestrial Radio Access - E-UTRA) and it is a candidate access method for theIEEE 802.22

Wireless Regional Area Networks(WRAN) [8] too, thought to design the first cognitive radio

based standard, operating in the VHF-low UHF spectrum (TV spectrum).

2.2 Signal model of OFDMA

In this section an uplink signal model of OFDMA is described [1]. Fig. 5 shows a block diagram

for the whole chain, from an OFDMA transmitter to the receiver. As for the OFDM, from

the uplink receiver perspective, an OFDMA block can be seen as the aggregation of signals

coming from multiple user devices, the generic one being generated by anInverse Fast Fourier

Transform(IFFT) operation including thecyclic prefix(CP). LetN be the number of subcarriers

(including the virtual subcarriers in the guard band) andK the number of users. Among theN

subcarriers, only a subset of them is assigned to the generickth user device: let[ck0, c
k
1, ..., c

k
Pk−1]

be the set ofPk resources assigned to it. Let[Xk
g,0, X

k
g,1, ..., X

k
g,Pk−1] be the correspondent

modulation symbols in thegth OFDMA block. Precisely, for data subcarriers the correspondent

modulation symbols are data symbols, for virtual subcarriers they are padded zeros, for pilot

7
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Figure 6: Uplink OFDMA transmitter scheme [1].

subcarriers the modulation symbols are pilot symbols or training symbols useful for estimating

the channels. In Fig. 6 the generation of the signal in a generic OFDMA transmitter is depicted.

ThePk symbols are mapped into a set ofN symbols,Sk
g,i, (i = 0, 1, ..., N − 1), according to

the following rule:

Sk
g,i =















Xk
g,p if i = ckp

0 otherwise

(1)

for p = 0, 1, ..., Pk − 1. TheN symbolsSk
g,i are modulated onto theN subcarriers via an

N-point IFFT. A cyclic prefix(CP) is added to avoidInter Block Interference(IBI) due to the

multipath fading. So the baseband signal transmitted by thekth user, in output from the parallel

to serial converter, can be written as:

xk(t) =

∞
∑

g=−∞

N−1
∑

i=0

Sk
g,iFg,i(t) =

∞
∑

g=−∞

Pk−1
∑

p=0

Xk
g,pFg,ckp

(t) (2)

where:

Fg,i(t) =















ej2π(i∆f)(t−Tcp−gTb) if gTb ≤ t < (g + 1)Tb,

0 otherwise

(3)

∆f being the subcarrier spacing,Tcp the length of CP andTb = T + Tcp (with T = 1/∆f )

the duration of a single OFDMA block. The signals are assumedto travel through slowly time-

variant multipath fading channels, so fading coefficients can be considered constant during an

OFDMA block. The channel between thekth user and the uplink receiver is characterized by
8
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the following response:

hk(τ, t) =
Lk
∑

l=1

αk
l (t)δ(t− τkl ) (4)

whereLk is the total number of paths,αk
l andτkl are respectively the complex gain and the time

delay of thelth path.

At the uplink receiver, the signal of an OFDMA block is the superposition of contribu-

tions from all theK users, assumed to be synchronized in time. So the received sampled signal,

in the absence of noise, is:

γ(nTs) =
K
∑

k=1

Lk
∑

l=1

αk
l (nTs)x

k(nTs − τkl ) (5)

whereTs = T/N is the sampling interval. LetHk
p be the channel frequency response on theckp

subcarrier of thekth user, during one OFDMA block (the indexg is now neglected, because we

focus on a generic OFDMA block):

Hk
p =

Lk
∑

l=1

αk
l e

−j2πckp∆fτk
l (6)

Using equations (2-6), theN signal samples of the OFDMA block (after the removal of CP) at

the uplink receiver are given by:

γ(n) =

K−1
∑

k=0

Pk−1
∑

p=0

Hk
pX

k
p e

j2π(ckp∆f)nTs =

K−1
∑

k=0

Pk−1
∑

p=0

Hk
pX

k
p e

j(2π/N)nckp (7)

wheren = 0, 1, ..., N−1, under the assumption that∆fk, thecarrier frequency offset(CFO) be-

tween thekth user and the uplink receiver, is, in its absolute value, lessthan the half of OFDMA

subcarrier spacing. Indeed, compared to OFDM, the main problem of an OFDMA scheme is

its high sensitivity to frequency offset. In OFDM in fact, since all the frequencies are used by

one transmitter, maintaining orthogonality of the subcarriers is relatively easy. On the other

hand, in OFDMA, since many users transmit simultaneously, each one with its own estimate

of the subcarrier frequencies, a frequency offset occurs. This offset between the transmitters

and the receiver destroys the orthogonality and introducesinter-carrier interference resulting in

9
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multiple access interference. CFO estimation for OFDM has been extensively studied in recent

years ([9],[10]). The problem is easier to deal with in the downlink, where different signals are

multiplexed by the same transmitter, the Base Station, and the orthogonality among the subcar-

riers is maintained. Each user can perform the frequency synchronization by estimating a single

CFO, between itself and the transmitter. Many CFO estimation algorithms proposed for OFDM

can also be used for the OFDMA downlink. On the other hand, theproblem is evident in the

uplink of OFDMA, because many users share all the subcarriers and each one has its own CFO.

CFO estimation in this case becomes a multiple parameter estimation problem. The problem

has been investigated in ([11],[12]), however it is beyond the present thesis.

2.3 WiMax and LTE

In this section, the two main standards (WiMax and LTE) that exploit OFDMA are taken into

account: it should be noted that they will be treated with regard to aspects relevant to the

discussion of the resource allocation problem in OFDMA-based systems, main topic of the

thesis. For a more detailed description of the individual standards specifically refer to [4] [5].

2.3.1 Evolution of WiMax and LTE standards

WiMax comes from IEEE family of protocols and extends the wireless access from theLocal

Area Networks(typically based on the IEEE 802.11 standard) to theMetropolitan Area Net-

works (MAN)andWide Area Networks (WAN). The earliest versions of WiMax were approved

with the TDMA TDD and FDD withLine of Sight(LOS) propagation across the 10 to 66 GHz

frequency range. Later the technology was expanded to include operation in the 2 to 11 GHz

range withNon Line of Sight(NLOS) capability using the robust OFDMA PHY layer, with sub-

channelization allowing dynamic allocation of time and frequency resources to multiple users.

A summary of the main standards/amendements that have occurred over time is listed below:

• 802.16: it was the basic802.16standard, released in 2001. It provided high data rate

links at frequencies between 11 and 60 GHz. It was withdrawn;

• 802.16a: this amendment addressed certain spectrum issues and enabled the standard to
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be used at frequencies below the 11 GHz, that was the minimum threshold of the original

standard. It was withdrawn;

• 802.16b: it increased the spectrum in order to include frequencies between 5 and 6 GHz

while also providing support forQuality of Serviceaspects. It was withdrawn;

• 802.16c: this amendment to802.16provided a system profile for operating between 10

and 66 GHz and more details for operations within this range,in order to achieve greater

levels of interoperability. It was withdrawn;

• 802.16d (802.16-2004): this version was released in 2004 and designed only for fixed

scenarios. It was the major revision of the initial802.16standard, all previous documents

were withdrawn. The standard provided improvements to802.16aand it was aligned with

theETSI HiperMANstandard to allow for global deployment;

• 802.16e (802.16-2005): this version was designed for nomadic and mobile use, includ-

ing handover aspects. Compared to the previous versions in fact, it included many new

features and functionalities needed to support enhanced QoS and high mobility broad-

band services at speeds greater than 120 Km/h. Depending on the antenna configuration

and modulation, mobile WiMax was thought to reach uplink anddownlink peak data rate

capabilities of upto 75 Mbps, downto 10 Mbps within a 6 miles (10 Km) radius;

• 802.16f: its purpose was to provide aManagement Information Base (MIB)to 802.16-

2004. Generically aManagement Information Baseis a virtual database used for manag-

ing the various entities in a communication network;

• 802.16g: it was designed to offer management plane procedures and services;

• 802.16h: it was designed to improve coexistence mechanisms for license-exempt opera-

tion;

• 802.16j: its purpose is to guarantee a support for multi-hop relay specification;

• 802.16k: it was thougth to ensure support for bridging in802.16networks;
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• 802.16-2009: it consolidates IEEE Standards802.16-2004, 802.16e-2005, 802.16f and

802.16g;

• 802.16m: it aims to improve interworking and coexistence with otheraccess technolo-

gies such as 3G cellular systems, WiFi and Bluetooth and enhance the peak rates to 4G

standards, set by the ITU under IMT-advanced umbrella, which calls for data rates of 100

Mbps for high mobility and 1 Gbps for fixed/nomadic wireless access. It was designed to

allow cellular, macro and micro cell coverage, without restrictions on the RF bandwidth

although it is expected to be 20 MHz or more;

• P802.16n: it was thought for higher reliability networks;

• P802.16p: it was designed to provide enhancements to support machine-to-machine ap-

plications.

The current versions of WiMax are highlighted in bold in the previous list, the other versions

were totally withdrawn (where specified) or are in progress (the last two entries on the list).

As far as concerns LTE, it evolves from the third-generationtechnology which is based

on WCDMA (Wideband Code Division Multiple Access) technique and defines the long term

evolution of the 3GPP UMTS/HSPA cellular technology. The first version of LTE is docu-

mented in the Release 8 of 3GPP specifications: it defines a physical layer radio access tech-

nology based on OFDMA for the downlink (similar to the PHY layer of mobile WiMax) and a

SC-FDMA (Single Carrier Frequency Division Multiple Access) scheme for the uplink. Nom-

inally LTE supports high mobility broadband services at speeds upto 350 km/h with 500 km/h

under consideration, peak data rates from 100 to 326.4 Mbps on the downlink and from 50 to

86.4 Mbps on the uplink, depending on the antenna configuration and modulation. LTE also

targets to achieve the data rates set by the 4G IMT-Advanced standard: it aims to provide an all

IP backbone with reduction in cost per bit, flexibility in theuse of new and existing frequency

bands, a simple network architecture with open interfaces and a lower power consumption. LTE

inherits all the frequency bands defined for UMTS, spectrum which typically consists of the 800

MHz, 900 MHz, 1800 MHz and 1900 MHz. However, depending on regional and local vari-

ables, LTE deployments can be undertaken in the any of the band range from 800 MHz to 2.62
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Figure 7: Evolution path of mobile wireless technologies towards 4G.

GHz. Fig. 7 shows the wireless technology evolution path forWiMax and LTE towards the ITU

defined IMT-Advanced 4G standard.

2.3.2 Main aspects and parameters in WiMax and LTE

WiMax and LTE have several aspects in common, the main one is the use of OFDMA. Table 1

shows the main parameters of two stable versions of the technologies under consideration. In

WiMax, OFDMA is used both on the downlink (DL) and the uplink (UL), whereas in LTE it

is used only on the DL. Certain disadvantages likePeak-to-Average Power Ratio(PAPR) have

been the reason for not using OFDMA on the UL in LTE.

Both LTE and WiMax support FDD (Frequency Division Duplexing) and TDD (Time

Division Duplexing) as duplexing modes. Remember that duplexing defines as downlink and

uplink data are arranged in a two-way wireless transmission. FDD requires two distinct chan-

nels for transmitting downlink sub-frames and uplink sub-frames at the same time slot. There

are two versions of FDD, respectively the full-duplex FDD and the half-duplex FDD, both

supported by WiMax. In the full-duplex version a user devicecan transmit and receive simul-

taneously, while in half-duplex FDD a user device can only transmit or receive at any given

moment. Half duplex FDD mode is functional to support lower complexity terminals in which

the hardware resources are shared in time between the uplinkand the downlink. On the other

hand TDD requires only one channel for transmitting downlink and uplink sub-frames at two

distinct time slots. FDD is quite inefficient for handling asymmetric data services since data

traffic may only occupy a small portion of a channel bandwidthat any given time, while TDD
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Table 1: WiMax and LTE technologies in comparison.

can flexibly handle both symmetric and asymmetric broadbandtraffic. Compared to FDD, TDD

saves the bandwidth because it uses half of FDD spectrum, it is less complex and cheaper: these

are the main reasons for which the first release of fixed WiMax supported both TDD and FDD,

while the subsequent mobile WiMax profiles only include TDD.

As far as concerns the adopted modulation schemes, the choice of which obviously de-

pends on the channel conditions, LTE uses QPSK, 16QAM or 64QAM, while WiMax exploits

BPSK, QPSK, 16QAM or 64 QAM. For both technologies, possiblevalues of channel band-

width are 1.25, 2.5, 5, 10 and 20 MHz (corresponding to FFT sizes of 128, 256, 512, 1024 and

2048).

In WiMax (TDD version) a frame duration of 5 ms is used. The frame is divided into

symbols, some of them allocated for DL and the rest for UL transmissions. Fig. 8 shows the

structure of the frame in WiMax. The BS schedules every frameperiod to convey the DL and the

UL allocations. Remember that scheduling is a periodic process run from the BSs and finalized

to decide how to commit resources among the different users.To avoid interference between
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Figure 8: WiMax frame structure.

downlink and uplink signals, time gaps calledTransmit Time Gap(TTG) andReceive Time Gap

(RTG) are used respectively for the transition from downlink sub-frame to uplink sub-frame and

for the reverse transition. The first symbol in the frame is used for preamble transmission and

it is exploited by the MS for the BS identification, the timingsynchronization and the channel

estimation. AFrame Control Header(FCH) follows the preamble and provides information

about the frame configuration, such as MAP message length, coding scheme and usable sub-

channels. DL-MAP and UL-MAP are MAC layer messages that provide resource allocation

and other control information, respectively for DL and UL sub-frames. Each MAP message

consists of a fixed part and a variable one. The size of the variable part is proportional to the

number of downlink and uplink users scheduled in that frame.Typical information contained

in the MAP messages are the frame number, the number of zones and the location and content

of all bursts. Each burst is uniquely determined by its symbol offset, its subchannel offset, the

number of symbols, the number of subchannels, the power level and the repetition coding.

A mobile device has to search for a valid preamble to acquire frame synchronization.

Once it acquires the synchronization, the mobile reads the FCH message which points to the

length of the DL-MAP message which contains the various allocations in the frame. The lo-

cation of the FCH and the DL-MAP is fixed once the segment is identified in the preamble

processing.

In all the subchannelization methods used in WiMax, 48 data subcarriers are available

in a slot. In the PUSC mode 24 subcarriers, scattered across the spectrum, are spread out over

2 consecutive OFDM symbols: the pseudorandom selection of the positions of the subcarriers

is dependent on the CELL-ID and is clearly specified in the standard. In the AMC version, 16
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Figure 9: Subchannels in 802.16e - AMC configuration.

Figure 10: LTE frame structure.

subcarriers are distributed over 3 OFDM symbols. The subcarriers are organized into groups

of 9 contiguous subcarriers which are called bins, as shown in Fig. 9. Each bin has 8 data

and 1 pilot subcarrier and four such bins form a band. The generic user feeds back the best

4 bands perceived and periodically updates this information using certain messages defined in

the standard. Based on this feedback, the Base Station chooses 2 bins in one of these bands

and allocates the same bins over 3 consecutive OFDM symbols resulting in 48 data subcar-

riers in a slot. The information used as feedback from the users to determine the best bands

are tipically theReceived Signal Strength Indicator(RSSI) and theSignal to Interference plus

Noise Ratio(SINR). These information are periodically reported through medium access con-

trol (MAC) messages. In addition, there can be on-demand messages which can report changes

in conditions as responses to requests from the BSs.

In LTE, the frame duration is 10 ms: the frame is divided into subframes of 1 ms duration

and the BS schedules transmissions every subframe time. Fig. 10 shows the typical structure of

a LTE frame. Each subframe is made up of two slots of 0.5 ms. Twelve adjacent subcarriers

are grouped in the frequency domain and 7 OFDM symbols (or 6 OFDM symbols in case of
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Figure 11: Frequency distributed data mapping in LTE downlink.

extended CP) in the time. The 84 (72) subcarriers thus obtained form an unit calledResource

Block (RB); 2 RBs are the minimum unit allowed in a frame. However, in order to achieve

frequency diversity, instead of using the same RB in the second part of the subframe, another

RB can be used in the second slot of the subframe as illustrated in Fig. 11. The RBs to be used

for sending data to MSs are chosen by the BSs based on feedbackinformation.

Two types of feedback, periodic and aperiodic, are possiblein LTE. In the first case

user device sends feedback information in a separate control channel at predefined regular time

intervals, ranging from a minimum of 2 ms to a maxinum of 160 ms. In the aperiodic case

instead, the BS requests the user to send a channel status report. The channel feedback can be

one value for the entire operating bandwidth or a sequence ofvalues for a sequence of sub-

bands covering the entire bandwidth. The sub-bands are basically groups of RBs. The minimal

bandwidth resolution of the feedback that is possible in LTEis 2 RBs.

Irrespective from the configuration (seven different configurations are possible in LTE),

sub-frames 0 and 5 are always used for downlink transmissions, while sub-frame 1 is always a

special sub-frame. The composition of other sub-frames instead varies, based on the particular

configuration.

Synchronization is performed in two steps, exploiting two different synchronization se-

quences, a primary sequence and a second one. ThePrimary Synchronization Sequence(PSS)

is sent twice in a frame and the number of subcarriers used forit, unlike the preamble in WiMax,

is fixed. The identification of PSS in the received signal gives two potential starting points in
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the frame as there are two PSS transmissions in the frame. Theambiguity is resolved by the

Secondary Synchronization Sequence(SSS) which is sent 1 OFDM symbol ahead in the same

set of subcarriers as the PSS. The detection of the SSS allowsthe frame synchronization and

the discovery of CP duration and cell identifier. So in LTE, irrespective of bandwidth and num-

ber of subcarriers, the first step is the same for all the devices, i.e. locating PSS and SSS and

obtaining the CELL-ID.
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3 Resource allocations and performance analysis in homoge-

neous cellular systems

A typical cellular system consists of a certain number of Base Stations opportunely located in

the territory, with users randomly distributed within it. We use the term homogeneous to refer to

a context with a single layer of similar equipments, the BaseStations, which provide coverage

to the users. They exhibit similar transmit power levels, antenna patterns and backhaul connec-

tivity to the data network. Moreover, they offer unrestricted access to users in the network, and

serve roughly the same number of terminals, all of which carry similar data flows with similar

QoS requirements. The location of macro BSs are carefully chosen by network planning and

their setting is properly configured to maximize the coverage and control the interference. As

the traffic demands grow and the RF environment changes, the network relies on cell splitting or

additional carriers to overcome capacity and link budget limitations and maintain uniform the

service level of users. However this deployment process is complex. Moreover, site acquisition

for macro-BSs with towers is difficult in dense urban areas. So a more flexible deployment

model is needed for operators to improve broadband user experience in a ubiquitous and cost

effective way. In the next chapter we will look at more complex heterogeneous scenarios in

which femto-BSs are added to the traditional Base Stations with the aim to increase the ser-

vice level, especially of cell edge users. Additional problems occur in these contexts, scenarios

which on the other hand are more and more frequent.

OFDMA is based on the independence of fading statistics, i.e. a subchannel which

appears to a user to be in deep fade at any given time, can result a good channel for other users

at the same time. So there are two different decisional levels in an allocation mechanism: the

choice of the radio resources to assign to each user on one hand and the modulation, coding and

power level to adopt on the other one. Many algorithms and proposals on resource allocation

in OFDMA systems exist, especially with reference to single-cell scenarios, but the problem is

not banal when the size of the network and the number of users increase.

The chapter begins with the description of a semplified system/signal model of a homo-

geneous cellular context. Then thewater fillingapproach ([13],[14]), that represents the optimal
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Figure 12: Example of layout with 12 cells.

solution in scenarios with a single cell and a single user, ispresented and a description of the

main basic scheduling principles is made, together with an analysis of some approaches existing

in literature. A section devoted to simulation results closes the chapter.

3.1 System and capacity model

In this section a semplified model of a system with a single-user per cell is deliberately described

[15]. The reason to consider a such semplification is functional to the introduction of thewater

filling approach that is the optimal solution when a single BS servesa single user. Moreover it

is the basic model used for simulations that we run with the aim to compare different channel

reuse policies without considering scheduling implications. However, a complete multi-user

model, which also takes into account a more generic heterogeneous network context, will be

described in detail in the next chapter.

Fig. 12 shows an example of network topology with 12 cells. Inour semplified model

each BS serves a unique Mobile Station (MS), associated to the BS from which it senses the

best channel. Therefore, beingN the number of BSs, the network includesN cells andN

users. The same band is available at each BS and can be allocated according to an OFDMA

access scheme. LetKFFT be the total number of carriers and letK be the number of carriers

actually used for transporting data. In each symbol interval, each carrier can be in principle

modulated with an adaptive scheme according to the channel quality perceived by the receiver.

In order to limit the signaling overhead required for informing the transmitter about the receiver

channel quality and for communicating the allocation map tothe MSs, the common solution
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(typical of the OFDMA systems) to group multiple subcarriers into a single allocation unit is

adopted. Hereafter, these units will be calledPhysical Base Units(PBUs) orResource Blocks

(that is the notation, typical of LTE, already adopted in theprevious chapter) regardless. So

KPBU carriers are grouped together according a predefined permutation scheme. Consequently,

the total number of allocation units resultsU = bK/KPBUc.

Let i be the cell index (also corresponding to a BS and a MS index) inthe range[1, N ]

and letk be the carrier index in the range[1, K]. The downlink channel gain between thei-th

BS and thej-th MS is denoted asγi,j and the fading coefficient for thek-th carrier as a complex

numberhk
i,j. The received signalyi,k at the useri in thek-th carrier is generally given by:

yi,k = γi,ih
k
i,ix

k
i +

N
∑

j 6=i

γj,ih
k
j,ix

k
j + nk

i , (8)

wherexk
i is the signal transmitted by BSi on carrierk, andnk

i is an additive thermal noise on

the same carrier.

Let pki = E{|xk
i |

2} the power allocated in celli on thek-th carrier and letpi =
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2
i , · · · p

K
i ) the power allocation vector in celli. Since each celli has a maximum transmit

power constraintPi, in each symbol time
∑
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k
i ≤ Pi. TheSignal to Noise and Interference

Ratio(SINR) in each carrier is given by:
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Assuming that adaptive coding and modulation allows to reach the channel capacity of each

subcarrier, by using a single transmission format for a whole PBU, a conservative estimate of

the capacity (in bits/channel usage) available in a genericl-th PBU (l ∈ [1, U ]) is given by:

C l
i = KPBU min

k∈PBUl

log(1 + SINRk
i ) (10)

wherePBUl represents the set of carriers included in thel-th PBU (for example the set{KPBU ·

(l−1), KPBU ·(l−1)+1, . . . , KPBU ·l−1} if the AMC permutation scheme is used). Obviously,

the capacity depends not only on the power allocated within the cell, but also on the power
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allocated in all the other cells.

An approach largely studied in literature is based on the maximization of the aggregated

capacity of the cell. The vectorpi hasK components that vary in the spaceΠ = R
K
+ , beingR+

the set of non-negative real numbers. Therefore, the power vector can be determined as:

pi = argmax
pi∈Π

U
∑

l=1

C l
i(p1,p2, · · ·pN ) (11)

under the constraint
∑K

k=1 p
k
i ≤ Pi, and can be easily found with thewater filling algorithm.

Since this optimization requires the knowledge of the SINR values experienced in each carrier,

it also requires a feedback from the receiver to the BS, whichcan be sampled in time and

quantized in order to limit the signaling overhead.

The extension of the allocation problem to the multi-cell scenario, although formally

immediate, presents several challenges and leads to a significant increment of the dimensionality

of the optimization space. In particular the capacity-maximizing approach can be extended

to the whole network, by considering an allocation problem involving a vectorp of vectors

p1,p2, · · ·pN , varying inΠN :

p = arg max
p∈ΠN

N
∑

i=1

U
∑

l=1

C l
i(p) (12)

This optimization problem is non-convex [16] and standard optimization techniques do not

apply directly. Moreover, even neglecting the computational issues, the solution requires a

centralized allocator knowing instantaneous inter-cell channel gains (and thus creating acute

signaling overheads).

So the problem from the network perspective is already difficult to face at this level,

even though aspects concerning scheduling (until now just auser per-cell was considered),

coexistence of heterogeneous Base Stations and different traffic demands from users, were not

yet included.

In real contexts, BSs have to serve multiple users simultaneously, each one with its

own service request. Compared to the previous networks, designed to support a single type

of service, next generation networks are increasingly looking to provide multiple services to
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Table 2: WiMax QoS service classes in comparison.

Table 3: WiMax application classes and correspondent requirements.

the users. For instance WiMax standard supports five serviceclasses, listed in Table 2, and

applications are classified into five categories (as shown inTable 3), each one characterized by

specific constraints on bandwidth, latency and jitter.

Scheduler designers need to consider the allocations logically and physically. Logically

the scheduler should calculate the number of slots necessary to satisfy a request, based on QoS

service classes. Physically, the scheduler needs to selectwhich subchannels and time intervals

are suitable for each user. The goal usually is to minimize the power consumption or the bit

error rate or to maximize the total throughput.

The problem of scheduling resources in its generality involves three distinct scheduling

processes: two at the Base Station (BS), one for the downlinkand the other one for the uplink,

and one at the Mobile Station (MS) for the uplink. At the BS, packets from the upper layer

are put into different queues, depending on the traffic type.Based on the QoS parameters and

some extra information such as the channel state condition,the DL-BS scheduler decides which

queue to serve and how many data units should be transmitted to the MSs. Similarly the UL-BS

scheduler decides how many resources must be granted to eachMS in the subsequent uplink

subframes, based on the bandwidth requests from the MSs and the associated QoS parameters.

Finally the third scheduler at the generic MS decides, once the UL-BS grants the bandwidth for
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the MS, which queues should use the reserved resources: consequently its goal is to manage the

MS queue in order to establish possible priorities if heterogeneous traffic is handled by the user.

In this thesis, focus is on the DL-BS scheduling; however thediscussed scheduling

principles are also valid for the other cases.

3.2 The water filling approach

Consider a single-user OFDMA system in which there are only one transmitter (the BS) and

one receiver (the mobile device). With regard to this scenario, OFDMA coincides with OFDM,

because within a slot all the resources can be allocated to a single user. So for simplicity we can

refer to the OFDM case, thinking in terms of subcarriers rather than in terms of subchannels.

So the signaly(k) received on thekth (k = 0, 1, ..., K − 1) resource, in output from the FFT

block, is:

y(k) =
√

P (k)akH(k) + n(k) (13)

whereP (k), ak, H(k) andn(k) respectively are the allocated power, the transmitted symbol,

the channel response and the thermal noise on thekth subcarrier. Exploiting the knowledge of

the channel matrixH, the transmitter adapts the transmit power and the format tobe used on

each subcarrier, according to a predetermined criterion ofoptimality. The problem is then to

choose the parameters determining the transmit powerP (k) and the modulation formatc(k)

to be used on each subcarrier. In other terms, as mentioned inthe previous section, assigned

an objective function that characterizes the performance of the system, the goal is to find the

vectorsc andP which maximize it, in accordance with certain constraints on the maximum

power, the permissible minimum rate or the maximum probability of error.

One of the most well-known problems of resource allocation is to distribute the power

on the different subcarriers to maximize the capacity of thesystem, respecting the constraint

on the transmit power. The capacity of a given channel is defined as the maximum information

rate that can be transmitted on that channel with arbitrarily low probability of error for a given

Signal to Noise Ratio. Despite the channel capacity is a theoretical value, it is of fundamental

importance to determine a theoretical limit to the performance of any transmission system.

TheK subcarriers of an OFDM system can be considered as parallel AWGN channels,
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consequently the total capacity can be evaluated as the sum of the capacities associated to these

individual subcarriers:

C(P) =
K−1
∑

k=0

log(1 +
|H(k)|2P (k)

σ2
) (14)

The goal pursued by thewater filling approach is to determine the vectorP that maximizes the

capacity:

Popt = argmax
P

C(P) (15)

with the following constraint on the total transmit power:

K−1
∑

k=0

P (k) = Ptot (16)

If the transmitter did not have any information about the state of the channel, the optimal re-

source allocation would be an uniform power allocation, consisting in transmitting the same

power on all the subcarriers. When the receiver knows the channel status, the problem can be

solved in closed form using the technique of Lagrange multipliers and the solution (carrier by

carrier) is:

P (k) = (µ−
σ2

|H(k)|2
)+ (17)

where:

(x)+ = max(0, x) (18)

and

µ =

Ptot + σ2
∑K−1

k=0

1

|H(ik)|2

K
(19)

beingK the number of the subcarriers andi0, i1, ..., iK−1 the indices of the subcarriers for which

P (k) > 0. The solution is calledwater filling because the power is distributed like water in a

basin whose depth depends on the SNR on the different subcarriers (Fig. 13 on the following

page). The total power determines the water level while the channel gains determine the amount

of power to be allocated on the different subcarriers. According to this approach, most of the

power is allocated on the best channels, and, if a subcarrieris too attenuated, it can not be used

at all. When the water level is low, i.e. the available power is low, it is transmitted only on the
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Figure 13: Water filling for parallel channels.

Figure 14: Distribution of power on the subcarriers over time (cell one), according to awater filling
approach.

best channels. On the other hand, when all the SNR values are on average similar, thewater

filling solution tends asymptotically to distribute the power in a uniform way.

Figures 14 and 15 on the following page show a graphic trend ofthe distribution of the

powers on the single subcarriers over the time in a particular simulated context, when thewater

filling algorithm is applied. The figures were obtained exploiting aself-made simulator, whose

details are described in the Appendix of the thesis. In the specific case they refer to a context

with two cells and two users (one user per cell, according to the semplified model considered

until now): the BSs allocate all the available resources to their associated users and the power

is distributed according to thewater filling criterion (with a total transmit power available at
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Figure 15: Distribution of power on the subcarriers over time (cell two), according to awater filling
approach.

each BS set to 5 Watt). Each temporal step (sample) corresponds to a frame time of 10 ms and

the resources consist of 96 subcarriers (grouped in 12 PBU of8 subcarriers each one). The

users are quasi-static (a mobility of 3 km/h is set), consequently the channels vary slowly over

time. This is the reason for which the figures present a stripepattern, being the best (and the

worst) channels estimated by a user as such for all the simulation duration. As reported in the

legend (values in Watt), lighter shades of color correspondto higher values of power assigned

to a subcarrier and vice versa.

Thewater filling approach gives an optimal solution to the problem of resource alloca-

tion in single-user scenarios, consequently it can not be used in actual contexts where multiple

users compete for the resources. Approaches for multi-cellular and multi-user environments

will be considered in the next paragraph.

3.3 Scheduling problems and proposals

The goal of this section is to focus on scheduling in OFDMA multi-cellular and multi-user

contexts, in order to highlight the problems that a careful scheduler designer has to face in

designing a good scheduling algorithm. The main aspects andtrends existing in literature are

now taken into account; in the next chapter the treatment will be generalized to heterogeneous

contexts.
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Next generation wireless networks have the need to cope withthe scarcity of the spec-

tral resource in areas with heavy user demand. Therefore, they have to simultaneously pursue

the maximization of spectral reuse and per-link capacity. These two needs have been tradi-

tionally faced by decoupling the multi-cell resource allocation problem from the single cell

capacity optimization. In other words, in current approaches, resource allocation is performed

in two different levels, in terms of a priori frequency planning at the network level and run-time

scheduling, power control and link adaptation at the cell level. Indeed, each resource allocation

level strongly affects the performance of the other one. Forexample, the interference suffered in

each cell depends on the reuse pattern, while advanced scheduling techniques (based on channel

or user location information) can allow shorter reuse distances.

Recent literature however is considering joint optimization solutions for the multi-cell

([17],[18],[19],[20]) and single-cell ([21],[22]) resource allocation problem. While the degrees

of freedom of such an optimization offer a significant space for improving the overall network

performance, the actual feasibility of these solutions is limited because of the computational

complexity of the optimization and the significant overheaddue to the required signaling.

In order to reduce the signaling, some allocation solutionsintroduce artificialstructures

devised to make interference more predictable. For examplegrouping contiguous multi-carriers,

shaping power according to a pre-defined profile ([23],[24]), switching periodically transmis-

sion beams, and so on, can help in reducing the optimization space and the required interference

information.

Another way to reduce (even avoid) the signaling is to use approaches that do not use in-

formation of the channel state condition in making the scheduling decisions. They are normally

referred to aschannel-unawareschedulers and generally assume error-free channel since it

makes easier to prove assurance of QoS. So there is no signaling overhead due to the feedback

from MSs. However, in wireless environments where there is ahigh variability of radio link

such as signal attenuation, fading interference and noise,the channel-awareness is important.

In fact, if the radio channel conditions are taken into account, the improvements in throughput

can be considerable and the resources can be scheduled efficiently.

As far as concerns another aspect, i.e. the optimization criteria that can be followed
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in making scheduling decisions, the literature is generally oriented in two directions:Margin

Adaptive(MA) approaches ([25],[26]) that aim to minimize the total transmission power while

satisfying QoS requirements (minimum data rate, maximum Bit Error Rate (BER), maximum

delay, etc) of users, andRate Adaptive(RA) ([22],[27],[28]) strategies devoted to maximize the

system throughput subject to constraints on maximum total transmission power and QoS re-

quirements. It is easy to understand that thewater filling approach falls into the latter trend. In

every case allocation techniques really focus on the optimization of power or throughput under

the common hypothesis that a radio resource can be used by a single MS at a time, in order to

avoid intra-cell interference. From the point of view of classical RA approaches, the capacity

is maximized when each subcarrier (or subchannel in the OFDMA case) is assigned to the user

with the best subchannel gain and power is distributed by thewater filling algorithm. Never-

theless, as already mentioned in the previous section, thiscould not be the optimal solution

in multi-user contexts because the system becomes unfair. In fact users who have good chan-

nel gains can be well-served while users who perceive bad channel gains can not be assigned

any subchannel. This is the reason for which, for RA approaches, the introduction of fairness

criteria has been considered by searches.

In wired communications a scheduler is recognized to be fairif the resources are shared

equally among the users, since a fair share in resources results in equalized user data rates. In

wireless communications instead, a fair share in resourcesusually does not result in equalized

user data rates since users have different geometries, which result in different achievable data

rates. So two different fairness criteria should be considered in wireless contexts, precisely:

• Allocation Fairnesswhich refers to the amount of allocated resources within a given time

interval, defined in [29]:

FA(∆T ) =
(
∑M

m=1Am(∆T ))2

M
∑M

m=1Am(∆T )2
(20)

• Data Rate Fairnesswhich refers to the achieved data rate within a given time interval,
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which is equivalent to the fairness criterion defined in [30]:

FDR(∆T ) =
(
∑M

m=1Rm(∆T ))2

M
∑M

m=1 Rm(∆T )2
(21)

whereM denotes the number of users,Am(∆T ) is the number of allocation units scheduled to

userm in time interval∆T andRm(∆T ) is the data rate that userm achieved in the same time

interval∆T . In both cases, a fairness value of one corresponds to optimal fairness within a given

time interval∆T with respect to the defined criterion, i.e.FA(∆T ) = 1 andFDR(∆T ) = 1

respectively indicate that all users received identical resources/data rates within the interval∆T .

The time to converge to fairness is important since the fairness can be defined as short

term or long term. The short-term fairness implies long-term fairness but not vice versa.

Some basic strategies, such asRound Robinor Max-Min approaches, aim to obtain fair-

ness, as opposed to other ones which aim to maximize the throughput (Max Rateapproaches).

In particularRound Robin(RR) approach fairly assigns the allocation one by one to

all users/connections. It provides fairness among the users but it may not meet the QoS re-

quirements and it can be inefficient since the allocation is made for connections that may have

nothing to transmit.Max-Min approaches instead are designed to maximize the worst case,

i.e. they aim to give priority in terms of scheduling to userswhich experience bad SINR val-

ues. These schemes, which provide quasi-perfect system fairness, penalize users with better

condition, so reducing the system efficiency.

On the other hand,Max Rateapproaches aim to serve, step by step, users with the highest

achievable instantaneous data rate. This solution benefitsthe users closer to the Base Stations

or with a higher power capability. So users who have constantly good channels will be provided

more chance, while others who have constantly bad channels will have less chance to be served.

Consequently a tradeoff between maximal throughput and fairness becomes the most

important issue in OFDMA systems. It can be obtained by adopting a Proportional Fairness

(PF) criterion, so called because it aims to reach fairness in proportion to the user conditions.

For a fixed step, a PF scheduler allocates the userm∗ who maximizes the ratio of achievable
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instantaneous data rate over average received data rate:

m∗ = argmax
m

Rm(t)

Ravg
m (t)

(22)

whereRm(t) andRavg
m (t) respectively denote the achievable instantaneous data rate for userm

at timet and the average data rate that userm received up to timet. A law for the update of the

second term can be formulated as:

Ravg
m (t) = (1−

1

Tc
)Ravg

m (t− 1) +
1

Tc
Rm(t− 1) (23)

whereRavg
m (t − 1) andRm(t − 1) are respectively the average and the instantaneous data rate

of userm at the previous time instant andTc is the average window size which is an adjustable

parameter, which choice affects the temporal depth of the fairness (short term or long term

fairness) that the scheduler designer wants to achieve.

Introducing appropriate weighting factors in the expression (22), a more flexible schedul-

ing strategy can be obtained. In other words, consideringα ∈ [0;∞[ andβ ∈ [0;∞[, the choice

of the user to be scheduled falls in that one which maximizes the following expression:

m∗ = argmax
m

[Rm(t)]
α

[Ravg
m (t)]β

(24)

For a parameter setting ofα=β=1, conventional PF scheduling is achieved, which is

known to provide a good tradeoff between allocation fairness and system throughput by utilizing

the multiuser diversity. Tuning opportunely parametersα andβ, the tradeoff between allocation

fairness and system throughput can be modified slightly. An increase ofα will increase the

influence of the achievable instantaneous data rate which enhances the possibility that an user

in currently good condition can be scheduled. This results in higher system throughput, but

less allocation and data rate fairness. On the other hand, higher values ofβ will increase the

influence of the average data rate, then the probability of a user with a low average data rate to be

scheduled. This results in higher data rate fairness, but lower system throughput. In particular,

the two extreme cases are achieved by setting the values ofα andβ in the following way:
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• α = 1 andβ = 0 corresponds to theMax Rate(MR) scheduler, where the user with the

highest achievable instantaneous data rate at timet is scheduled, since the denominator in

equation (24) is equal for all users. The maximum system throughput is obtained at low

fairness.

• α = 0 andβ = 1 schedules the user with the lowest average data rate up to at time t, i.e.

equalizes the average data rates of users, since the numerator in equation (24) is equal for

all of them. This results in maximum data rate fairness, but in low system throughput.

The parameters can be changed over time, depending on factors such as the system load or the

distribution of users on the network, so adaptively giving more weight to a factor over the other

one. In this way aDynamic Resource Allocation(DRA) technique is obtained.

Existing optimized single-cell based algorithms are not practical for use in multi-cell

environment since the co-channel interference among the cells, due to the reuse of the same

spectrum in adjacent cells, affect the performance significantly. According to the reuse factor

in fact, only the cells belonging to the same cluster use orthogonal resources.

Multi-cell resource allocation withInter-Cell Interference(ICI) consideration can be ba-

sically classified into two categories. The first one extendsthe single-cell allocation context to

the multi-cell scenario, mainly by considering theSignal to Interference and Noise Ratio(SINR)

instead of theSignal to Noise Ratio(SNR), i.e. considering the interfering quota from other cells

as additional noise. Li and Liu [17] proposed a two-level resource allocation scheme, in which

a radio network controller coordinates multiple cells in the first level and performs per-cell op-

timization in the second level. The first level is based on perfect and predetermined knowledge

of SINR for all MSs on all subchannels. Pietrzyk and Janssen ([31],[32]) proposed heuristic al-

gorithms based on SINR with some QoS consideration. These approaches presuppose a perfect

knowledge of SINR values, information difficult to obtain a-priori since the interference de-

pends on the distance, location and occupied channel statusof interferers, which are unknown

before the resource allocation.

The second class of works aims to exploitRadio Resource Management(RRM) tech-

niques and policies asInter-Cell Interference Coordination(ICIC) ([20],[33]) andBase Station

Cooperation(BSC) ([34],[35]) to mitigate ICI and improve the overall system performance.
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These solutions have the defect of a high overhead due to the signaling.

Finally there are studies that aim to address the allocationproblem as a game theory

problem, for instance refer to [36] and [37]. Goodman et al. studied a game theoretic framework

for the resource allocation problem. Their approach aim to solve the problem in a distributed

way, so belonging to the domain ofnon-cooperativegames where each user is only interested in

achieving its own goal. This approach does not ensure fairness and it can be inefficient from the

point of view of the overall system throughput. On the other hand in [37] it has been proposed

a model of resource allocation problem using another branchof game theory, thecooperative

game [38], which emphasizes collective rationality and fairness.

3.4 Simulation results

In this section the problem of multi-cellular resource allocation in OFDMA environments is an-

alyzed from a simulation point of view. The simulated contexts are scenarios with reuse factor

equal to 1, where macro-BSs with different power constraints coexist and different propaga-

tion environments (macro-cellular and micro-cellular ones) are considered. Details on the used

simulator and the considered propagation models can be found in Appendix.

The simulations here reported aim at comparing the effects of different allocation schemes,

independently performed in each cell, on the aggregated network-level performance, in order

to enlighten the network scenarios in which network planning and mobile station feedbacks are

(or are not) advantageous. In particular, greedy allocation schemes, i.e. schemes utilizing all the

carriers available in each cell, and non-greedy schemes, i.e. schemes leaving some resources

empty in order to reduce interference with other cells, are compared.

Given the complexity of the joint allocation, scheduling and power control problem, the

network load scenario is semplified by considering a single user per cell in this set of simula-

tions. Although this assumption hides the multi-user diversity gain, it allows to compare the

different channel reuse policies without considering any user scheduling scheme (whose effect

could complicate the interpretation of the results).
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3.4.1 Resource allocation schemes in comparison

The resource allocation schemes implemented for comparison are:

• Uniform: According to this scheme, no signaling is required and the BSjust transmits in

each carrier with a constant power given by:

pki = Pi/K, ∀k ∈ [1, K] (25)

• Water Filling: In this case, the power allocation vector is determined by the water filling

algorithm. The SINR values experienced at timet − 1 are used as the estimates of the

expected SINR values at timet. Therefore, the SINR values are supposed to be signaled

at each symbol time by means of an error-free dedicated control channel.

• Fractional Water Filling:This scheme is similar to the previous one, but it is applied to a

pre-defined sub-set of the available carriers. Specifically, at each timet, the BS selects a

numberr · K of transport carriers over which it applies thewater filling algorithm. The

ratior is a scheme tunable parameter, while the carrier selection is based on the best SINR

values experienced at timet− 1.

The rational of considering bothwater fillingandfractional water fillingis that utilizing

or non utilizing all the resources available in each cell canlead to different interference levels

among the cells. Sincewater filling intrinsically discards the carriers experiencing the worst

channel and interfering conditions, we consider thefractional water fillingas a kind of dynamic

and distributed scheme for resource repartition among the cells.

After that all the cells run the allocation scheme (whose convergence time is assumed

to be negligible), the new SINR values are computed and the actual capacity available at time

t is evaluated by using these SINR values. Unless otherwise specified, Table 4 summarizes the

numerical settings adopted in simulation, whereTsym is the symbol duration,B is the available

band,dsite is the distance between two BSs andvMS is the speed of MSs. As far as concerns the

modeling of the signaling overhead, required by thewater fillingschemes, each MS feeds back
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Parameter Value
Carrier Frequency 2100 MHz

KFFT 128
K 84
N 12

KPBU 7
Tsym 16µs
B 6.6 MHz
dsite 250 m
vMS 3 km/h

Table 4: Main system parameters.

to its serving BS them-bit quantizedChannel State Information(CSI):

CSIki =
SINRk

i

pki
=

γ2
i,i|h

k
i,i|

2

σ2 +
∑N

j 6=i γ
2
j,i|h

k
j,i|

2pkj
. (26)

The CSI values corresponding to carriers belonging to the same PBU are summed, thus ob-

taining an average information per-PBU. These informations,m-bit quantized, are fed back by

each MS to its serving BS. Since thefractional water fillingworks only on a sub-set of PBUs,

a possible signaling compression scheme is using aU-element bitmap, identifying the used

PBUsUused, and signaling only theUused quantized ratios (26). With this assumption, it results

a per-MS overheadOi rate estimate of:

Oi =
U +mUused

q · Tsym
, (27)

whereq is the number of OFDMA symbols between two consecutive signaling updates.

3.4.2 Performance evaluation with heterogeneous power

A first set of simulations was run using heterogeneousPi values among the cells. Specifically,

two different power classes, called high-power and low-power BSs, were considered, employing

respectively a peak power equal to 1 W and 0.1 W. The lower power level of 0.1 W has been

chosen in order to guarantee an outage probability lower than 1%. Twenty different seeds were

considered for generating the mobile station positions, the channel transfer functions and path

losses, and the assignment of high-power BSs; then the aggregated capacities resulting in each
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Figure 16: Aggregated network capacity as a function of the number of high-power BSs, in a micro-
cellular propagation environment.

scenario were averaged.

Figures 16 and 17 on the following page show the aggregated network capacity as the

number of high-power BSs varies, in two different propagation environments. The figures plot

the networkgrosscapacity, without considering the resource consumption due to the signaling

overhead. Different allocation policies are compared. From the figures, it is possible to note

that the simple uniform allocation scheme, requiring no feedback from the MSs, provides results

comparable with thewater filling scheme in case of micro-propagation model, while it under-

performswater filling (with r ≥ 0.5) in case of macro-propagation model. This phenomenon

is due to the fact that in the micro-cellular propagation model it is included a LOS component,

with probabilitymax(1− d/300, 0), beingd the distance in meters between the BS and the MS

[3]. Since the simulated inter-site distance is equal to 250m, it is very likely that the MSs have a

LOS channel in the micro environment. The LOS component leads to high channel gains (which

are also comparable from a PBU to another) and to a limited inter-cell interference. Therefore,

selective power allocations and frequency planning are useless or even harmful. These higher

channel gains are also responsible of the different aggregated capacity values plotted in Figures

16 and 17 on the following page, where the network capacity inthe micro-cellular environment

is about three times the one experienced in the macro-cellular one.

Whenever the LOS component is not present and the channel gains vary significantly
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Figure 17: Aggregated network capacity as a function of the number of high-power BSs, in a macro-
cellular propagation environment.

from a PBU to another, power allocations based onwater filling provide better performance

than uniform power allocations. For example, in Fig.17 thewater filling scheme outperforms

the uniform power scheme of more than 20 Mbps. Most interesting, thefractional water filling

with r = 0.5 andr = 0.7 provides an aggregated capacity higher than thewater filling one.

When the number of high-power BSs is equal to 12, such a difference is about 20 Mbps. Such

a difference can be even higher considering that thefractional water fillingrequires a signaling

overhead lower thatwater filling. The higher capacity perceived under afractional water filling

scheme can be interpreted as the evidence that a resource repartition among the cells (i.e. a

control on the inter-cell interference) is advantageous for this propagation scenario.

3.4.3 Impact of PBU and signaling overhead

In order to enlighten the effects of the network heterogeneity and the capacity quantization

due to the per-PBU allocations, simulations withKPBU set to 1 were run. Fig.18 compares

the Cumulative Distribution Functions (CDF) of the per-cell capacity perceived under different

allocation schemes in the macro-cellular environment. Forimproving the readability of the

figure, being thewater filling with r = 1 the best scheme, the case referring to thefractional

water filling with r < 1 is not plotted. From the figure it is possible to see that the network

heterogeneity does not affect significantly the CDF for the uniform allocation case, while it
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Figure 18: Cumulative Distribution Function of the per-cell capacityunder different allocation schemes,
in the macro propagation environment.

increases the probability that the cell capacity is low in case ofwater filling. Moreover, the

average values of these distributions are higher than1/12 of the value obtained in the previous

simulations, because the capacity of each carrier is fully exploited (i.e.KPBU mink∈PBUl
log(1+

SINRk
i ) ≤

∑

k∈PBUl
log(1 + SINRk

i )).

Fig.19 shows again the aggregated network capacity for differentKPBU values corre-

sponding to a variable number of PBUsU = bK/KPBUc. For improving the figure readability,

only thewater filling allocation approach (r = 1) and thefractional water fillingwith r = 0.5

are plotted. The increase of capacity with decreasing PBU size can be readily explained by

recalling that the capacity estimate (10) is (very) conservative. Except the caseU = 84, which

corresponds to PBUs with one carrier only, from the figure it is evident that a dynamic net-

work repartition among the cells is always advantageous, especially when the number of BSs

employing a transmission power equal to 1 W is high.

Note that also this figure refers to agrossnetwork capacity. A simple estimation of the

netnetwork capacity is given in Table 5, where the resource consumption due to the signaling

overhead form = 4 andq = 12 is computed. Althoughq = 12 could seem a too frequent

(12 · 16µs) feedback update in the considered mobility scenario, the signaling overhead for a

more general mobility scenario was evaluated. The table proves that thefractional water filling
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BSs@1W r No Signaling With Signaling
7 21 84 7 21 84

0 1 72.3 108.2 144.9 70.1 101.6 118.7
0 0.5 75.4 106.8 129.1 74.1 102.9 113.4

6 1 90.2 127.5 163.5 88.0 120.9 137.3
6 0.5 98.2 131.6 154.9 96.9 127.7 139.2

12 1 106.1 143.7 181.5 103.9 137.1 155.3
12 0.5 121.4 160.8 185.9 120.1 156.9 170.2

Table 5: Average network capacity values with and without signaling[Mbps], for zero, half and all
high-power BSs, m=4, q=12.

can be even more beneficial than expected, thanks to the chosen signaling format.
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Figure 20: Example of heterogeneous network.

4 Approaches for resource allocations in hierarchical networks

Macro-cellular systems have the disadvantage that the users far from macro-BSs and the users

in indoor environments are subject to poor service comparedto others. Placing more macrocells

can solve this drawback, but this would be a very expensive solution.

The alternative is to overlay the existing macro-cellular systems with low-power and

low-cost base station devices, femto-BSs, able to provide high-speed wireless connections to

subscribers within a small range, eliminate coverage holesin the macro-only systems and fa-

cilitate the capacity requirements of new applications andservices, providing high-data-rate

services in a cost-effective manner. For their limited power consumption, they additionally rep-

resent good candidates for the emerging green networks. Thepresence of femtocells leads to the

development of so-called heterogeneous networks (Fig. 20)utilizing two different sets of BSs:

regular (planned) macro-BSs that typically transmit at high power levels (typically in the range

5W-40W), overlaied with several femto BSs (deployed to provide services to fixed or mobile

end users) which transmit at substantially lower power levels (100mW-2W) and are typically

placed in a relatively unplanned manner, just based on a rough knowledge of coverage issues

and traffic density (i.e. hot spots) in the network.

Femtocells are considered a promising solution by mobile operators. Commercial ser-

vices that exploit femtocells are already operative in manycountries and standardization activi-
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ties are actively ongoing. However many technical challenges need to be addressed in order to

achieve the coexistence of femtocells in a macro context without problems [39].

4.1 Towards self-organizing network configurations

The proliferation of increasingly heterogeneous networksleads to self-organizing network con-

figurations. The functionality of femto-BSs is almost the same of typical macro-BSs, with the

advantage that their price is significantly lower: in fact a femto-BS is expected to serve a small

number of users and a relatively low transmit power is enoughto cover the service area. Such

low cost of the hardware is expected to make the femtocell technology widely accepted since

femto-BSs could be directly bought by users and easily installed in a plug-and-play manner.

This can lead to a huge and unpredictable deployment of femto-BSs in a given area and, un-

less the femtocell network is properly optimized, high levels of co-channel interference could

be reached and the overall network capacity might be significantly compromised, especially if

the existing macrocell networks and the femto-BSs share thesame set of operating frequency

channels (the channel assignment policies will be discussed later in the chapter).

The main problem is that it is almost impossible to keep such anetwork optimized by a

centralized operator planning as done in conventional cellular networks. Indeed femtocells are

under the ultimate control of users, which can switch them onand off. Therefore, the femtocell

network is desired to be self-organizing such that the network configuration automatically keeps

updated by being aware of the network environmental changes(in terms of addition/deletion of

neighboring femto-BSs).

The ideal case would be a network architecture consisting ofheterogeneous nodes that

can automatically configure (specifically in terms of transmit power and frequency channels

to use for the transmission), manage themselves and, in case, turn off if this possibility in-

volves benefits in terms of interference reduction and consequent improvement of the system

performance. The use of sophisticated self-organization techniques can just be useful to mini-

mize the interference in femtocell deployments, maintaining a low level of network signaling.

Such an approach would allow femtocells to integrate themselves into the network, monitor the

surrounding environment (neighboring cells, interference levels) and consequently update the
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power levels and the used resources to mitigate the interference from the neighboring cells.

Self Organizing Networks(SON) were analyzed within the project Socrates [40] which

emphasizes the use of self-organization methods as a promising opportunity to automate wire-

less access network planning and optimization in future mobile communication networks. In

the existing literature, some self-organization strategies for femtocells have been introduced.

In [41] two self-organizing approaches for frequency assignment in OFDMA femtocells, re-

spectively based on femto-level broadcast messages and measurement reports coming from the

users, are presented. Authors show that using a self-organization approach leads to better sys-

tem performance than using random assignments [42]. In [43]self-optimization in LTE systems

is considered. Other existing proposals are mainly based onWideband Code Division Multiple

Access(WCDMA) networks and they exploit approaches such as power control, rather than

appropriate resource allocation strategies, in order to mitigate the interference ([44],[45],[46]).

4.2 Modeling solutions for the hybrid scenario

As already mentioned in the previous chapter, a complete model of a generic hybrid macro-

femto scenario is now provided. Let be:

• M : the total number of users in the network;

• N : the total number of Base Stations (macro plus femto) in the network;

• U : the number of Resource Blocks (RBs) available for transporting data in each cell;

• i: the index of a generic cell of the network (i = 1, ..., N);

• Mi: the total number of users in celli;

• t: the temporal step, multiple of the symbol time T (for example equal to a frame time).

The channel gains and the allocation decisions are supposedconstant within this timet;

• Ht: the matrix of the channel gains (between the mobile devicesand the BSs, macro or

femto ones) at timet. Users are associated to the BSs from which they sense the best

channel, however for each user it is important to keep in memory the gains towards the
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other Base Stations too, in order to quantify the interference. Depending on the channel

gains, some links (e.g. under a fixed threshold) could be neglected in order to semplify

the model. MatrixHt has a block structure, with a block for each BS (macro- and femto-

one) of the network - for sake of presentation, each block is separated from the next one

by a vertical bar. The matrix hasM rows (a row for each user) and (U * N) columns:
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• At: the allocation matrix at timet, i.e. a matrix having the same size and the same

structure of matrixHt and containing binary elements (1 if a resource is assigned,0

otherwise). So the positions of the elements 1 indicate whatBS has assigned a specific

resource to a particular user;

• pt: the (U * N)-vector of the powers potentially associated at the different resources on

the different sites (macro- and femto- ones) at timet. Vectorpt presents a block structure

too: each block refers to a different Base Station and it is visually separated from the next

one by a vertical bar.

[p11...p
1
U |p

2
1...p

2
U |p

N
1 ...p

N
U ]

T

In order to semplify the notation, we omit the subscriptt below, so assuming a generic

temporal step.

The productAp gives aM-vector which indicates, MS by MS (row by row), how much

power is assigned to each one. Not all the configurations forA andp are eligible. Introducing

appropriate constraints on the structure of matrixA and on the possible values for the powers,

it is possible to obtain acceptable solutions, i.e. physically realizable.

As far as concernsA, the presence of non-zero elements in a row is possible only in

a single block: for example, if the first MS is associated to the BS 1, only BS 1 can allocate

resources to it. Consequently, non-zero elements can be found only in the portion of the first
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row of the matrix corresponding to BS 1 (i.e. the positions from 1 toU). MoreoverA can have

at most one non-zero element in each column: this condition prevents that the same resource

can simultaneously be assigned to several users within a cell (macro- or femto-one).

As far as concerns thep-vector, we must consider that a limit for the maximum power

available on each cell exists, i.e.:

U
∑

r=1

pnr =















PM
max, if the celln is a macrocell

P F
max, if the celln is a femtocell

(28)

wherePM
max andP F

max are the maximum values of power which, respectively, a macro-cell and a

femto-one can erogate and n=1,...N . Revised in terms of constraint onp, it means that the sum

of the values of individualU-blocks in which the vector can be ideally partitioned (remember

that each block refers to a particular Base Station) must notexceed the fixed bound.

Among all the eligible couples (A,p), the purpose of a hypothetical centralized optimum

allocator is to find that one which maximizes the objective function, defined below. If this

couple exists, the corresponding allocation will be optimal.

The capacity of a generic userm, associated to the Base Stationn, can be expressed as:

Cm =
∑

r∈Um

BW

U
log2(1 + SINRm,r), (29)

beingUm the set of resources allocated to the userm, U the number of resources per cell and

BW the bandwidth. The single contributeSINRm,r is so defined:

SINRm,r(h, p) =
pnr |h

m
n,r|

2

∑N
i=1,i 6=n p

i
r|h

m
i,r|

2 + nm,r

(30)

wherenm,r is the thermal noise experienced by userm on resourcer. Each user can claim the

guarantee of certain QoS parameters: for simplicity the model takes into account just the data

rate. So an additional constraint for each user, in terms of guaranteeing a minimum data rate,

must be considered. Each user in the network generates a particular type of traffic. Considering

for example the WiMax technology, it was seen in section 3.1 that five QoS service classes are
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supported; consequently, user by user, one of the followingfive constraints on data rate should

be respected:
∑

r∈Um

BW

U
log2(1 + SINRm,r) > rUGS

min

∑

r∈Um

BW

U
log2(1 + SINRm,r) > rertPS

min

∑

r∈Um

BW

U
log2(1 + SINRm,r) > rrtPS

min (31)

∑

r∈Um

BW

U
log2(1 + SINRm,r) > rnrtPS

min

∑

r∈Um

BW

U
log2(1 + SINRm,r) > rBE

min

A possible objective function for the considered scenario is given by the sum of the

capacities experienced by the single users, i.e.:

C =
M
∑

m=1

Cm =
M
∑

m=1

∑

r∈Um

BW

U
log2(1 + SINRm,r) (32)

The maximization of a so-defined function allows to optimizethe aggregated network capacity.

Additional constraints could be inserted to guarantee fairness among the users.

The resolution of such a centralized theoretical approach would lead directly to the

choice of the resources to assign to the different users in the network. However it is a not

banal optimization problem, the global maximum of which is very difficult to find. For this

reason, in practical implementations the problem is usually decomposed into two subproblems:

the first one consists in establishing what frequencies to assign to macro- and femto-BSs, the

second one is devoted to define what resources, among the available ones, must be assigned to

end users by each-BS, in an independent way.

As far as concerns the first aspect, section 4.4 defines the main proposals existing in

literature for the management of the spectrum between macro- and femto-BSs. With reference

to the second aspect, the considerations about the OFDMA contexts discussed in section 3.3

can be applied, while typical approaches valid for the classical cellular networks could not be

directly applied to OFDMA heterogeneous contexts, mainly due to the following reasons:
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• instead of scheduling each individual subcarrier and time slot to users, user scheduling in

LTE or WiMax networks is decided in the unit of Resource Blocks (RBs), which contain a

group of subcarriers and time slots. The difference in granularity may cause large capacity

loss when applying existing resource allocation algorithms to OFDMA networks;

• unlike DSL applications where all subcarrier interfere with each other, LTE and WiMax

networks use orthogonal transmission within each cell and universal frequency reuse at

different cells.

4.3 Femto access policies

Inter-cell interference in a hybrid macro/femto network depends largely on the femtocell access

policy used, which defines how a femtocell allows or restricts its usage to users. From the

femto- point of view, usual approaches are:Closed Subscriber Group(CSG), according to

which only certain users are allowed to connect to the femtocell, andOpen Accesswhere all

users are considered equal and allowed to connect to the femtocell. A Hybrid Accesscould also

be possible: in this case a limited amount of the femtocell resources are available to all users,

while the rest are operated in a CSG manner.

Overall, such a heterogeneous network can offer three services to the users: in Fig.

21 they are referred to asmobile-only, mobile+open femtoandmobile+closed femto. As the

names imply,mobile-onlycorresponds to the service of users subscribing to only 3G services

with macro-BSs. Users ofmobile+open femtoandmobile+closed femtoinstead subscribe to

the service allowing access to macro-BSs as well as femtocells. Users ofmobile+closed femto

can use femto BSs to which they are registered, while users ofmobile+open femtocan join only

open femtocells.

Femtocell CSG approach is more suitable for home or enterprise environments, while

the typical scenario for theOpen Accessis to guarantee free access to users everywhere, such as

in a coffe shop or in an airport. The impact on the downlink capacity of CSG andOpen Access

OFDMA femtocells is analyzed in [47]: CSG leads to higher throughputs in downlink for fem-

tocell subscribers but at the same time it generates high levels of interference to unsubscribed

users in the proximity of femtocells. In fact when an uncertified user moves into the femtocell
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Figure 21: Service configurations for users in a typical two-layer hierarchical network.

Figure 22: Interference suffered/caused by unsubscribed users in theproximity of CSG femtocells.

service coverage, the user can be served not by the femtocellbut also by the macrocell. In

this situation the downlink transmission of the femto-BS generates critical interference for the

macrocell user. Moreover the uplink transmission of the macrocell user causes interference to

the femtocell BS. The situation is showed in Fig. 22.

On the other hand,Open Accesslimits the interference and provides a better overall

network performance in terms of QoS and throughput [48], being all the available resources

shared among users. However, if the choice falls on the adoption of anOpen Accessapproach,

appropriate admission control strategies must be taken into account. There are many works on

admission control in the literature, the main ones will be discussed in section 4.5.
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Table 6: Closed vsOpen Access.

Figure 23: Total downlink network throughput in presence of CSG andOpen Accessfemtocells [2].

Table 6 summarizes the main features of both CSG andOpen Accesspolicies. In [2],

in order to analyze and compare the overall performance of these access methods, authors per-

formed experimental system-level simulations, based on a deterministic radio coverage predic-

tion tool calibrated with measurements and a Montecarlo snapshot based WiMax system-level

simulator ([47],[49]). The simulations demonstrate that the network throughput ofOpen Ac-

cessoutperforms that ofClosed Access, as shown in Fig. 23. In it the total downlink network

throughput in a residential (200 x 100 m) area covered by 22 OFDMA femtocells and 1 macro-

cell (10 MHz bandwidth) is plotted. Each house hosting a femtocell contains 2 indoor users

demanding 128 kbps each one and 10 macro users are located outdoors demanding 64 kbps

each one.

Finally, in Table 7, authors compare the performance of CSG and Open Accessin terms

of user outages and handover signaling, using a dynamic system-level simulator [41]. The ta-

ble refers to simulations run for a residential area (300 x 300 m) covered by several femtocells

and 1 macrocell (10 MHz bandwidth). Each house hosting a femtocell contains 4 indoor users
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Table 7: Performance comparison of CSG andOpen Accessconfigurations [2].

demanding one OFDMA subchannel each one, while 8 macro usersare located outdoors de-

manding one OFDMA subchannel each one too. It can be noted that in CSG femtocells the

number of outages is large due to the high level of interferences. A user is considered in outage

(dropped call) when it is not able to transmit for a given period of time (set to 200 ms as it is

recommended for VoIP services). On the other hand, inOpen Accessthere are several handover

attempts, which causes outages due to handover failure. A handover attempt occurs when the

received signal strength of the pilot signal of a neighboring cell is larger the one received from

the serving cell.

4.4 Resource allocation in hybrid OFDMA networks: state of art

Two types of channel assignment can be thought for a femtocell which must operate in a macro-

cell network: dedicatedchannel assignment andco-channelassignment. In the first case dif-

ferent frequency channels are assigned to the femtocell andthe macrocell, thus avoiding to

interfere each other. Authors in [42] just propose a spectrum allocation policy which aims to

avoid cross-tier interference by assigning orthogonal spectrum resources to the macro tier and

the femto tier. Additionally femto-to-femto interferenceis reduced by allowing each femtocell

to access only a random subset of the frequency channels thatare assigned to the femto tier.

However, due to limited spectrum availability (which does not always allow to assign a

dedicated spectrum for femtocell deployments), femtocells can be obliged to operate in the same
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spectrum as macrocells [50]. This leads to the second channel assignment policy, the co-channel

method, which assigns the same frequency channels to the femtocells and the macrocells. The

co-channel assignment implies a more efficient use of the frequency resource and an efficient

hand-off, but the interferences between the femtocells andthe macrocells may generate great

problems. To alleviate these interferences, practical solutions provide that, for each transmis-

sion time interval, a macrocell can use all the available RBs, while each femtocell randomly

selects a subset of the available RBs for transmissions. As aresult, the average number of inter-

fering femtocells in each RBs is reduced. The size of each RB subset per transmission interval

is determined based on optimizing the throughput per cell. However optimizing such a resource

allocation leads to a nonconvex optimization problem, consequently heuristic algorithms are

often considered. Among them, a recommended one is theLeast Interference Power(LIP) al-

gorithm [51], according to which a powered-up femtocell BS chooses a frequency segment that

minimizes the interference level. In turn-on ordered algorithm, frequency allocation is con-

ducted according to the order of the femtocell turned on. In [52] authors study an utility-based

subchannel allocation problem for the OFDMA-based femtocell networks. They first define the

optimization problem that aims at maximizing the sum of utilities of femtocells. Since the orig-

inal problem is a nonlinear integer optimization problem, which is an NP-hard problem, they

develop a two-step suboptimal subchannel allocation algorithm. Using the graph theory, at first

they calculate the number of subchannels that should be granted to each femtocell to maximize

the sum utility; then they find the actual subchannel allocation that achieves the granted num-

ber of subchannels for each femtocell. Another hybrid frequency assignment for femtocells in

co-channel operation system was proposed in [53]. Co-channel operation is allowed only in the

edge zone, while femtocells in the center zone use a dedicated frequency band which is not used

by macrocell users. Even though this method can reduce interference between the macrocell

and femtocells in the center zone, macrocell users in the edge zone suffer severe interference

from the femtocells due to complete co-channel operation and low received signal power from

macrocell BS. In [54] a hybrid resource allocation technique based on measurements reports

both from macro users and femto users is proposed.

However, apart from the particular adopted solution, limiting femtocells to use a fraction
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of the available resources corresponds to a sort of application of Fractional Frequency Reuse

(FFR) principle.Fractional Frequency Reuse(FFR) is discussed in the OFDMA based networks

([39],[55],[56]) and it is one of the key solutions to reduceinter-cell interference and to enable

a reuse factor equal to one, typical of OFDMA based networks,such as LTE and WiMax. The

reason for which OFDMA networks use a reuse factor of one is that large reuse factor systems

tend to lose more spectral efficiency. In classical FFR approaches for homogeneous cellular

layouts, whole frequency band is typically divided into several sub-bands, and each sub-band is

differently assigned to center zone and edge zone of the cell. As a result, intra-cell interference

is substantially reduced and the system throughput is enhanced.

In [57] the performance of key interference management techniques across the 802.16m

and 3GPP-LTE standards (in particular RRM schemes which include FFR and power control)

are considered, but they refer to standard cellular networkdeployments.

There are enough works in literature dealing with interference control in OFDMA net-

works ([18],[58],[59],[60]), but they mainly refer to non-hierarchical scenarios and so they do

not consider system-specific issues related to femtocells.For example in [58] the problem of

inter-cell interference reduction is first addressed usinga graphic approach, where no precise

SINR information is required (so limiting the feedback signaling), and then the channel assign-

ment is made by taking instantaneous channel conditions into account. In [59] an approach to

the frequency assignment problem tailored to OFDMA networks, calledDynamic Frequency

Planning (DFP), is presented. DFP can decrease the network interference and increase sig-

nificantly the network capacity by dynamically adapting theradio frequency parameters to the

environment. In [50] authors extend DFP approach to WIMAX femtocell scenarios to avoid

macrocell to femtocell interference and also femtocell to femtocell interference, improving the

network capacity. The main drawback in [50] is the supposition of a centralized network archi-

tecture, where a centralized entity should collect the data, take the decisions and distribute the

informations. This, due to the possible large number of femtocells, might significantly compli-

cate the centralized optimization process. Moreover some femtocells could be also installed by

end users, without a cell-planning. As a consequence, the number and the locations of active

femtocells are not known to the operators. Therefore, interference caused by femtocells can not
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be managed using a centralized approach. Instead distributed architectures, where each femto-

cell is able to select its own sub-channels, would be preferred. Femto Forum [61] presents work

done to address interference management in the context of OFDMA (particularly LTE-FDD)

femtocell systems.

Some studies focus on how to control the interferences between femtocells and macro-

cells, exploiting power control strategies: ([48],[62],[63]) show the power control method of a

femto-BS and its performance when the femtocell operates inthe same spectrum as the macro-

cell. However, even though the power control of the femto-BSis properly executed, the macro-

cell users who are very close to the femto-BS may suffer a highinterference, which makes it

impossible for them to communicate with their anchor macro-BS.

In [64] authors propose a simple solution for power loading and resource allocation in

femtocell networks to maximize the femtocell throughput, limit the interference to the macro-

cell, and maintain the fairness among femto users. In the proposal each femtocell carries out

power loading and resource allocation independently. Taking the interference constraints into

account, they propose aniterative water fillingalgorithm to improve the system performance

and a proportional fair scheduling algorithm to maintain the fairness among the femto users.

In [65] a game theory approach is used: the objective function is defined as a capacity

maximization with pricing as a monotonically increasing function with user power. Thus this

algorithm optimizes both power and rate for all the users in the system.

4.5 Admission control techniques: state of art

An effective management of radio resources, due to their limited availability, plays a crucial role

in wireless communication systems as a mean to ensure QoS to users.Radio Resource Manage-

ment(RRM) includes aspects such as the study of efficient resource allocation strategies and

transmission power control techniques, the choice of adaptive modulation and coding schemes

and not least the development of appropriate admission control policies. The need for admis-

sion control stems from the fact that there is a maximum limitof users that can be adequately

served within a network in general or more specifically within a cell, depending on the network

design and the type of traffic sources. In other words, with reference to a multimedia OFDMA
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context, an admission control policy must evaluate if an OFDMA cell can support a given set

of transmission requests (characterized by different QoS requirements) with a given amount of

available resources (subcarriers, power, modulation and coding schemes), also considering the

quality of channels (the average channel gains) between theBase Station and the requesting

users. In addition to this, in heterogeneous networks, in presence of CSG femtocells, admission

control must be functional to prevent unauthorized users from associating.

There are many works on admission control in the literature,most of which relate to

classical cellular contexts. A first classification for the existing proposals can be made consid-

eringreactiveandproactivestrategies. The approach followed by the first class consists simply

in accepting or not a new service request based on the availability of resources and the spe-

cific requirements of the request. The other class of schemesinstead exploit measurements in

order to accept or not a new request based on some kind of prediction of future arrivals and

requirements.

Along with the ability to accept new users in the system, handoff events must be op-

portunely managed too: indeed a common feature of admissioncontrol approaches is to ensure

the continuity of ongoing services at the expense of new requests. It is usual to distinguish two

types of handoff:inter-cell handoffandintra-cell handoff. Inter-cell handoffis the process to

maintain service continuity when a mobile user moves from its initial serving Base Station to

an adjacent one.Intra-cell handoff is a process of resource reassignment which occurs when

the movement of a user within a cell causes the degradation ofits service level. The typical

case is an user who moves to the cell edge: at first it experiences good radio conditions (close

to the base station), then, as it moves away from the base station, it will require more resources

in order to keep its bit rate constant. In the first handoff situation the cell that receives the user

must allocate sufficient resources to accommodate its request, while in the second case addi-

tional resources within the same cell are necessary to maintain the QoS requirements. In both

cases outage can happen due to resource insufficiency.

Some proposed schemes reserve a fixed number of resources exclusively for the handoff

management ([66],[67],[68]). However these schemes are not efficient in OFDMA systems.

The reason is that OFDMA systems let high spectrum utilizations through dynamic and flexible
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channel and power allocations and so fixing a-priori (without following the changes in the traffic

pattern) the set of subchannels reserved for handoff can result in a low use of spectrum. So

from this point of view it seems better to use the total available bandwidth by minimizing

on the other hand the transmit power of Base Stations. Proposals based on this assumption

consider the transmit power of the Base Stations, rather than the number of channels used

in the cell, as an indicator of the traffic load. In [69] authors propose an admission control

scheme based on power reservation for handoff calls and specifically they separately calculate

the power levels to be reserved respectively forintra- and inter-cell handoffevents. In [70]

a density-based admission control is presented. New users are accepted or not, depending on

the area in which they appear: in particular a lower number ofnew users are admitted in areas

with high user density in order to guarantee more availability to those in migration. A higher

priority is assigned to calls migrating from one region to anadjacent one over new calls arriving

to the system. This priority is obtained considering an acceptation ratio value (depending on the

number of users already present in the considered area) for new calls, instead not considered for

migrating calls.

Authors in ([71],[72]) propose admission control strategies for WiMax networks, char-

acterized by different traffic classes. In [71] authors distinguish between new users and new

connections or old connections with updated QoS requirements (generated by subscribers al-

ready admitted to the network). So when a new request arrivesin the system the Base Station

determines if it is a new user or not. In the first case, if thereare not enough resources to support

all users, the new user is rejected, while the QoS of registered users is maintained. Instead, if

the user is already registered and the request is only a new connection, the resources are re-

distributed among the different connections of the same user according to a greedy approach

that tries to favor traffic classes with higher priority. Theresources for BE of registered con-

nections are borrowed by the new connection with higher priority; if there are not sufficient

resources to support all connections, it is supposed to support the UGS and RTPS connections

already existing in the system, possibly rejecting the new connection. In [72] admission control

problem is decomposed into two independent uplink and downlink subproblems. Admission

tests on UL and DL are made and only the connection requests that pass both admission tests
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can be eventually accepted. Each single subproblem is independently studied as an optimiza-

tion problem under a certain objective function, which should maximize the revenue of service

providers or the satisfaction of subscribers. From a service provider’s point of view, the objec-

tive of a good admission control strategy is to admit as many users as possible, while ensuring

the feasibility of the resource allocation; on the other hand users would prefer admission control

policies that can achieve maximal utility or, equivalently, the maximum access bandwidth. The

optimal revenue strategy, which only considers the profit ofservice providers, is also known as

thestochastic knapsack problem([73],[74]). The problem can be posed in these terms: given

a set of requests with associated different priorities, a generic service provider evaluates the

“average revenues” generated by accepting them and he admits the connections which guaran-

tee higher “revenues”. Authors in [72] combine a revenue strategy with a fairness approach, in

order to reach a satisfactory tradeoff between service providers’ and subscribers’ needs. In the

first part the proposed algorithm allocates a certain amountof bandwidth to each traffic class in

order to guarantee fairness constraint, while in the secondphase, to meet the utility constraint,

only the traffic classes that can produce an utility higher than a fixed threshold are chosen as

possible candidates for bandwidth allocation.

The loading-based admission control, in which the number ofusers already admitted in

the system or the total resource utilization factor are considered to make the admission choices,

has an advantage due to its simplicity and easy implementation, but it can be less efficient than

other measurement based schemes. Authors in ([75],[76]) consider admission control policies

which optimize objective function such as the blocking rateor probability subject to signal qual-

ity constraint. In [77] a scheme based on the direct monitoring of the QoS metrics is presented.

Specifically the QoS parameter taken into account is the delay, defined as the total time during

which a packet resides in the wireless system including scheduling and transmission times. An

arriving packet is efficiently rejected if its estimated delay is larger than the pre-defined thresh-

old. In [78] authors develop a queueing model based on discrete-time Markov chain (DTMC) to

analyze packet-level QoS performances (specifically the average packet delay) in an OFDMA

context. The peculiarity is that they use a fuzzy logic approach arguing that the system pa-

rameters, such as channel quality measurements and traffic source parameters, are often very
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imprecise and so it is difficult to provide accurate estimates. Based on this consideration, rather

than relying on these imprecise input informations, they use the number of allocated subchan-

nels and the ’fuzzified’ amount of load in the cell for deciding if an incoming request can be

accepted or not. In [79] an optimization stategy to minimizea “weighted sum of blocking” is

definied: each traffic class is modeled through a blocking probability and a weight; depending

on the values of weights, the “minimum weighted sum of blocking strategy” can give different

priorities to different traffic classes.

Generally, the feasibility of the resource allocation and admission control strategies de-

pends on the number of high-priority (HP) users in the network. In fact a large number of HP

users would render their management infeasible. HP users are in general variable in their data

rate requirements and so a HP user is admissible only if the network has enough resources to

satisfy its QoS requirement. Authors in [80] follow an approach that aims to maximize the total

utility of the BE users after satisfying the HP users’ demand. They identify bit-rate and bit-error

rate (BER) as QoS metrics.
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Parameter Value
Carrier Frequency 2500 MHz

KFFT 1024
K 864

KPBU 18
U 48

Tsym 102µs
B 10 MHz
dsite 1000 m
vMS 3 km/h

Scenario Macro Urban Macro 15◦ AS
Scenario Femto Urban Micro

Table 8: Main system parameters.

2Macro-0Femto 2Macro-4Femto 2Macro-8Femto 2Macro-16Femto
To Macro To Femto To Macro To Femto To Macro To Femto To Macro To Femto

200 0 166 34 138 62 104 96

Table 9: User associations in the different scenarios.

5 A simulation analysis of hierarchical network performance

Simulations were run for the macro-femto context (with an open access configuration for the

femto-BSs), considering four different scenarios and varying the number of femtocells, the per-

centage of resources usage and the power budget for macro andfemto-BSs. A random allocator

performing, respectively, a uniform distribution of poweron the allocated resources and an op-

timized power distribution (i.e. according to awater fillingapproach) was implemented in each

cell.

Table 8 summarizes the numerical settings adopted in simulation, wheredsite is now

the distance between two macro-BSs. Macro and femto environments are respectively approx-

imated with the Urban Macro and the Urban Micro models (described in the Appendix). All

the simulated scenarios are characterized by constant numbers of macroBSs (2) and users (100

per macro-site, for a total number of 200 users randomly spread across the entire network). The

macro-BSs and the MSs positions are the same in all the scenarios, while the femto-BSs (which

number varies in each context) are located among the macro-BSs, according to a predefined

position grid. Fig. 24 plots the four considered layouts andTable 9 summarizes how the users

are distributed among the macro-cells and the femto ones in the different contexts.
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Figure 24: Layouts (dimension in meters) associated to the simulated scenarios.

Just as an example, Fig. 25 plots a snapshot of the associations for the scenario with 2

macrocells and 4 femtocells. Different colors show how the 200 users are distributed among the

serving-BSs in this particular context. Remember (see the Appendix for more details) that, due

to the toroidal implementation of the layout, femto- or macro-BSs located on an outer edge of

the grid are replicated on the opposite side.

Different from the simulations run for the homogeneous context and described in section

3.4, now the focus is on a single allocation step. In each scenario, each MS is associated to a

fixed BS, from which the received signal strength is the strongest. Each BS (macro or femto

one) independently assigns resources to the associated users in a random way: one hundred

different random resource allocations are performed and results are averaged. Simulations aim

to evaluate how the presence of femtocells can affect the network performance under different

conditions, mentioned at the beginning of paragraph.

The results are discussed in the following sections: per-MSand aggregated capacity

values were taken out in order to highlight respectively per-user and macroscopic effects due to
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Figure 25: Distribution of users among the serving-BSs in the 2Macro-4Femto scenario (grid in meters).

the introduction of a varying number of femto-cells in the network.

A brief introduction merits the last section of the chapter,where energy considerations

are taken into account. Nowadays the trend is to develop green networks, with a low ener-

getic impact. So energy considerations play an increasingly dominant role in the planning of

next-generation networks. Our simulations confirm that femto-BSs provide a consistent im-

provement in the system capacity maintaining, at the same time, a very low energy consump-

tion, compared to the macro-BSs. For this reason the use of femtocells represents a suitable

solution for the deployment of green technologies. We made energy considerations about the

radio base stations comparing, through simulations, the energy wasted to transmit a bit respec-

tively by macro and femto stations. In order to make a complete analysis, we also evaluated the

energetic impact at the user-side. In this case we referred to the 802.11 technology, for evalu-

ating experimental measurements, and specifically to a common USB dongle, under different

operation conditions (different PHY transmit rates and transmit powers). The rationale of this

study was to understand the impact of transmit power tuningson the overall card consump-

tion, under the assumption that 3G USB cards (over which we donot have full configuration

control) will exhibit a similar behavior. Furthermore, theaccurate measurements performed in

the 802.11 environment have allowed the identification of the consumption quota of different

card sub-systems, including the power amplifier, the RF-front end, the baseband and the host

interface.
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5.1 User Capacity Distributions

In this section the cumulative distributions of per-user capacity values (averaged on 100 itera-

tions) are compared. Specifically, for each scenario and fora fixed power allocation strategy

(uniform or according to thewater filling approach), three distinct cumulative functions (re-

spectively for all the users in the network, for the users associated to the macro-BSs and for the

users associated to the femto-BS) are taken into account. This evaluation has been carried out

in order to characterize the average behaviour of all users on one side, while maintaining sep-

arate statisticts for users associated to macro-BSs (hereafter labeled as macro users) and users

associated to femto ones (labeled as femto-users).

Fig. 26 plots these functions in the different scenarios under examination. When femto-

cells are present in the network, femto users get capacity values significantly higher than those

experienced by macro users. The curves associated to the femto users in fact overlap with the

top of the cumulative functions of all the users, vice versa the curves associated to the macro

users lie down on the bottom of these curves. The greater is the number of femtocells, the more

the curves shift to the right, which means higher capacity values for the users. This phenomenon

is more evident in the next section where the aggregated capacity values are considered. An-

other aspect that emerges from the figure is that the curves associated to thewater filling are

better than those ones associated to the uniform power allocation scheme from a certain point.

In this regard, for a fixed scenario, by comparing the vectorsof per-MS capacity values of the

uniform and thewater filling case, we noted the presence of zero values only in the latter case.

This is due to the principle on which thewater fillingalgorithm is based on: it prefers to assign

zero power when a resource is too bad, preserving it for the best resources. Consequently users

to which the allocator has assigned scarce resources can getzero values of capacity. From a

global point of view however thewater filling improves the system performance, as shown in

the following sections. On the other hand, when an uniform power allocation is considered, a

constant quota of power is always assigned, regardless of the resource quality. Consequently

even the worst users get values of capacity different from zero.

Table 10 resumes the main statistics of the curves plotted inFig. 26. Average and

standard deviation values are associated to the cumulativedistributions of all the users, while,
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Figure 26: Cumulative Distribution Functions in comparison.

together with the average, we chose to characterize macro and femto cumulative distributions

through the data rate fairness index, defined in section 3.3.

The analysis of the average values shows that the increment in the number of femtocells

has beneficial effects in all the cases, even for the macro users. This may seem counterintuitive

because as the number of femtocells grows, we could expect more interference to macro users.

We analyzed this aspect with a specific set of simulations: weconsidered as reference just a

macro-user associated to the same macro-BS in all the scenarios. For each scenario we consid-

ered 100 iterations forcing the allocator of this BS to assign all the resources to the selected user,

continuing the other BSs to allocate resources to their users randomly. For each iteration we

estimated an average value of per-resource capacity experienced by the selected user. Then we

averaged all these values, obtaining a single estimation for each scenario. We compared these

values and we noted that they decreased by increasing the number of femtocells, due to the in-

terference introduced by them. Nevertheless, for a fixed number of users in the network (in this
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CDF All users CDF Macro users CDF Femto users
avg st dev avg FI avg FI

un wf un wf un wf un wf un wf un wf
2M-0F 0.250.27 1.87E+05 2.25E+05 0.250.270.650.59 / / / /

2M-4F 0.890.9815.74E+0517.59E+050.310.320.670.633.734.220.750.77

2M-8F 1.431.6321.14E+0524.01E+050.340.370.660.613.854.430.720.74

2M-16F2.182.5327.80E+0532.30E+050.440.490.570.564.074.730.650.65

Table 10: CDF statistics (average values in Mbps).

case 200), when the number of femtocells increases, users, previously associated to macro-BSs,

migrate to femto-BSs. Consequently macro-BSs are less loaded and residual macro users obtain

on average more resources (although scarce), resulting in an improvement of their capacities.

Standard deviation values show an increasing dispersion ofthe capacity values when

the number of femtocells increases. The comparison of fairness indices also shows that the

repartition of the capacity among the users is less fair whenthe number of active femtocells is

high. Moreover the distribution of power according to thewater filling approach, compared to

the uniform distribution, improves the fairness among the femto users (they experience similar

good channel conditions), and degrades the fairness among the macro users (occurring in this

case a higher variability in the channel conditions).

5.2 Benefits of partial resource usage

A partial usage of resources was tested by forcing only the macro-BSs to use a fraction of the

available resources (respectively 10, 50, 70 and 100 percent, for consistency with the simula-

tions run in the homogeneous case). Different from the previous context, however, the choice

made by BSs about the resources to use is now random (i.e. it isnot based on the best SINR

values experienced at the previous step). Results are shownin Fig. 27 in which the aggre-

gated capacities (total, macro and femto) are plotted, by varying the scenarios (the number of

femocells) and the percentage of resource usage.

Apart from the scenario with only macro-BSs, in all cases in which femtocells are active

a partial usage of the resources is beneficial in terms of aggregated network capacity. It increases

more and more by reducing the percentage of allocated resources in macro cells, due to the

increment of femto users capacities. Their growth is predominant on the decrease of macro
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Figure 27: Impact of partial resource usage in macrocells.

users capacities and so even a 10 percent of resource usage inmacrocells would seem to be

justified. However it is worth recalling that usually a minimum data rate must be guaranteed to

macro users too, so a solution with a very low percentage of allocated resources in macrocells

can not be practical in the reality, although it leads to an increment of the overall capacity.

Because of the different scales of values, Fig. 28 plots apart the aggregated capacities

of macrocells, in order to emphasize the difference betweenthe uniform distribution of power

on the assigned resources and the application of thewater filling scheme. Figures show the

aggregatedgrosscapacity, without considering the resource consumption due to the signaling

overhead. It is possible to note that the simple uniform allocation scheme, requiring no feedback

from the MSs, provides results comparable with thewater filling scheme when the number of

active femtocells and the percentage of resource usage are low. In fact in contexts where the

number of BSs (macro and femto ones) is high, the interference levels in general are higher too,

consequently the difference between good and bad resourcesis more relevant and thewater

filling has a greater impact. Moreover, if the number of samples (resources) on which the power
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Figure 28: Impact of partial resource usage in macrocells (Macro curves).

optimization must be done is low, uniform andwater filling approaches lead to similar results,

while, if the number of resources (depending on the percentage of resource usage) is high, the

difference between the optimized allocation of power and the uniform one is more marked.

Finally, in order to make more general considerations, we also considered the case in

which all the BSs in the network (i.e. including the femto-BSs) have to perform a partial use

of available resources. We ran simulations under this assumption, the results are plotted in Fig.

29. In order to make an immediate comparison with Fig. 27, we chose to adopt the same scale

for the graphs of the two series. Fig. 29 shows that forcing femtoBSs to not use all the available

resources too causes slight beneficial effects to macro users but, on the other hand, penalizes

femto users. The result is no benefit from the network perspective.
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Figure 29: Impact of partial resource usage both in macrocells and in femtocells.

5.3 BS-side energy considerations

In order to evaluate the impact of BS power setting on the network performance, simulations

were repeated varying the transmission power levels associated to macro- and femto-BSs. We

considered as a reference case a power budget of 20 Watt and 0.01 Watt respectively for macro-

and femto-BSs, that is also the configuration considered in all the simulations considered so far

in this chapter. We ran a first set of simulations raising the power level of macro-BSs to 30 Watt,

maintaining the femto power level to 0.01 Watt. Then we repeated the simulations by increasing

the femto-BS power level by a factor of 10 (from 0.01 Watt to 0.1 Watt), maintaining the macro

level constant to 20 Watt. All the results, averaged over 100iterations, refer to a total usage

of resources in each cell. Figures 30 and 31 respectively plot the aggregated capacities (total,

macro and femto) for the configurations of power described above. The first graph in both the

figures is relative to the reference case 20 Watt-0.01 Watt.

An increment of the power levels used in macro-cells leads toa lower network aggre-
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Figure 30: Effect of the increment of macro-BSs power levels.

Figure 31: Effect of the increment of femto-BSs power levels.

gated capacity in all scenarios in which femtocells are present: in fact it has a marginal positive

effect on macro users compared to the devastating effect on femto users, whose interference

level becomes unacceptable. On the other hand, an incrementin the power levels used in femto-

cells leaves almost unchanged the situation of macro users (being almost irrelevant for them

a change in the range considered for femto-cells) but it greatly enhances the service level of

femto users (who already experience privileged channel conditions). This is an important result

because it shows that, acting opportunely on the configuration parameters of femto-BSs (in this

case setting an appropriate level of power), throughput performance of femto-users can be fur-

therly optimized. Moreover unlike the macro-BSs, the configuration of these femto-BSs can be

performed directly by the end users.

Finally, Figures 32 and 33 show the BSs energy efficiencies, in terms of per-bit energy

consumption. Graphs at the top of each series plot macro and femto energy consumption to-
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Figure 32: Changes in the system energy efficiency due to the increase ofmacro-BSs power levels.

gether, in order to make an immediate visual comparison of the two contributions. Graphs

below instead separately show the individual curves (respectively macro and femto), in order

to emphasize the impact ofwater filling on the energy consumption of BSs. Both in Fig. 32

and 33 the first column refers to the configuration 20 Watt-0.01 Watt, taken as a reference. In

the previous sections it was showed that femto-BSs enables aconsistent system improvement

in the system capacity. In addition to this, now figures demonstrate that femto-BSs maintain,

at the same time, the energy consumption significantly lowerthan macro-BSs, even three order

of magnitude lower. Overall, you tend to have higher energy consumption in crowded scenar-

ios, i.e. scenarios with a high number of BSs. In any case, theapplication ofwater filling

always guarantees a lower energy consumption, because the optimization of the power distribu-
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Figure 33: Changes in the system energy efficiency due to the increase offemto-BSs power levels.

tion leads to a careful management of it, thus avoiding unnecessary wastage of energy. A final

consideration is that when the power level increases, thereis a major energy consumption: if

the power is set higher in macro-BSs, the macro energy consumption grows up, vice versa if

the power is increased in femto-BSs, the femto consumption rises up, reducing the gap with the

macro level (even if it is still substantial).

5.4 User-side energy considerations

As mentioned in the chapter introduction, this section is devoted to the analysis of the en-

ergy consumption at user-side, with reference to the WiFi technology for the reasons described

above.
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Due to the impressive proliferation in next generation networks of mobile devices, equipped

with wireless interfaces and to the limited battery power they rely on, reducing the energy con-

sumption of WLAN interfaces has become increasingly a very important research issue. Indeed,

several energy saving mechanisms, more or less technology-dependent, have been explored in

literature.

Transmit power control(TPC) has been largely proposed as a solution to improve the

performance of packet radio systems in terms of increased throughput, spatial reuse and battery

lifetime for mobile terminals. However, the benefits of transmit power control schemes on these

different performance figures may strongly depend on the employed PHY technology and chan-

nel access mechanism. Most of the existing proposals quantify the energy saving provided by

TPC in WiFi networks via simulation. These results are basedon power consumption models of

WiFi interfaces, which are summarized into a set of power consumption values referring to dif-

ferent node states (namely, transmitting, receiving, idleand doze). Obviously, the performance

evaluation of these schemes strongly depends on the settingof these values.

We dealt with the problem of quantifying the energy saving that can be provided in WiFi

networks by means of TPC [81]. To this purpose, the power consumption of some commercial

WiFi cards under different transmit power levels was experimentally characterized. We carried

out several experimental tests under different operation conditions and modulation schemes.

Our methodology, similarly to the methodology described in([82],[83]) has been able to pro-

vide: i) a direct measurement of instantaneous card consumptions, and ii) an indirect measure-

ment of average (or per-packet) energy consumptions. Differently from previous results, the

approach here reported aim to rigorously control the transmit power and to compare the OFDM

and DSSS modulations. The results, described in the following sections, show that little space

should be left to TPC for effectively reducing energy consumption of WiFi cards, due to the

power consumed in idle states.

The rest of the chapter is organized into three further sections. In the first one the 802.11

standard is briefly reviewed in order to define different cardstates corresponding to different

power consumptions. Then a description of the experiments is made, by illustrating the used

methodological approach and the measurement elaborations. Final section is dedicated to pro-
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vide a card sub-system decomposition, enlightening the fixed power consumption overheads.

5.4.1 Energy consumption in WiFi cards

Regardless of the specific card implementation, we can expect that the energy consumption of

WiFi cards depends both on physical layer (PHY) and medium access control layer (MAC)

operations. As far as concerns the PHY layer, in current 802.11a/b/g standards different mod-

ulations (e.g. DSSS and OFDM) and coding schemes are available for frame transmissions.

Each scheme corresponds to a different activity interval required for transmitting or receiving

a frame, which leads to different energy consumptions. Moreover, each scheme also exhibits a

different processing complexity, which may cause further differences in the instantaneous power

absorption. As far as concerns the MAC layer, the WiFi standard is based on aCarrier Sense

Multiple Access with Collision Avoidance(CSMA/CA) protocol, calledDistributed Coordina-

tion Function(DCF). DCF has been designed for optimizing wireless mediumutilization while

maintaining the protocol simplicity. Therefore, it is based on some design choices which do

not take into account energy consumption problems. For example, the use of an asynchronous

access protocol is intrinsically inefficient for the reasons discussed in this section.

DCF operations can be summarized as follows. A station with anew frame to transmit

has to monitor the channel state, until it is sensed idle for aperiod of time equal to aDistributed

InterFrame Space(DIFS). If the channel is sensed busy before the DIFS expiration, the station

has to add a further backoff delay before transmitting, in order to avoid a synchronization with

the transmissions of other stations. The backoff interval is slotted for efficiency reasons and is

doubled (up to a maximum value) at each consecutive failed transmission. Frame transmissions

have to be explicitly acknowledged with ACK frames, becausethe CSMA/CA does not rely

on the capability of the stations to detect a collision by hearing the channel. The ACK frames

are immediately transmitted at the end of a frame reception,after a period of time calledShort

InterFrame Space(SIFS) shorter than a DIFS. If the transmitting station doesnot receive the

ACK within a specified ACKTimeout, it reschedules the packet transmission, according to the

given backoff rules.

These access operations imply that a new frame transmissioncan start at any time in-
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stants on the channel and active stations have to continuously monitor the wireless medium in

order to intercept incoming frames. As a consequence, a station spends a significant amount

of time in monitoring the channel, regardless of the presence of incoming or outcoming traffic.

Summarizing, during the activity intervals, a WiFi card canbe in various operational states,

which include:

• transmission, when the card is involved in the physical irradiation of an ongoing frame;

• reception/overhear, when the card is involved in demodulating a frame destinated to itself

or to another station;

• idle, when the card is monitoring the channel, ready to reveal channel busy signals, but

no signal is present;

• doze, when the card radio transceiver is turned off.

Different operational states correspond to different power absorptions. LetWtx, Wrx, Widle and

Wdoze be the generic power absorbed, respectively, in transmission, reception, idle and doze

state. Regardless of the card implementation, we can expectthatWtx ≥ Wrx ≥ Widle ≥ Wdoze.

Assuming that no power saving mechanism is employed (i.e. the card never switches to

the doze state), the minimum energyEmin(T ) consumed in a given activity intervalT is:

Emin(T ) = Widle · T (33)

This minimum consumption is experienced when the card does not transmit and receive any

frames during the whole activity time. Conversely, the energy consumption is maximized when

the card spends the maximum possible time in the transmission state. Since the standard lim-

its the maximum frame size, this condition is verified when i)the card transmission buffer is

never empty (i.e. the card works in saturation conditions);ii) the frames are transmitted at the

minimum PHY rate; iii) no other station accesses the channel. The ratiotx of the time spent

in transmission for a card working in saturation conditions, in absence of contending stations,

can be easily evaluated by considering the beginning of a newtransmission as a regeneration

instant. Specifically, beingb, TDATA, andTACK , respectively, the average time spent in backoff,
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Figure 34: Power measurement setup.

in transmitting a data frame and in receiving an ACK frame, itresults:

tx =
TDATA

TDATA + SIFS + TACK +DIFS + b
(34)

For example, for the maximum admittable payload size of 2304byte and the 802.11g PHY, it

resultstx = 0.95% at 6 Mbps andtx = 0.70% at 54 Mbps. The ratiorx of the time spent in

reception corresponds to the ACK duration ratio within a transmission cycle, i.e.:

rx =
TACK

TDATA + SIFS + TACK +DIFS + b
(35)

For example, for the previous case of 802.11g PHY with a payload length of 2304 byte and a

data and acknowledgment rate of 6 Mbps, it resultsrx = 1.2%. Given thetx ratio andrx ratio,

the average power consumptionW can be evaluated as:

W = tx ·Wtx + rx ·Wrx + (1− tx− rx) ·Widle (36)

Therefore, the energyE(T ) consumed duringT results:

E(T ) = W · T ≤ [txWtx + (1− tx)Widle] · T = Emin + tx · (Wtx −Widle) · T (37)

5.4.2 Energy consumption measurements

Methodology To the best of our knowledge, in literature there are a few detailed measurement

studies of the energy consumption of WiFi Cards. These studies can be divided into two gen-

eral approaches: i) indirect measurements, obtained by monitoring the total energy consumed
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by laptops whose WiFi interface is enabled or disabled, ii) direct measurements, obtained by

monitoring the input current drawn by the network card. We followed this second approach, for

the case of USB WiFi cards. In fact, for these cards, it is immediate to probe the input current,

by accessing the ground wire of the USB cable. Specifically, as shown in Fig. 34, we inserted a

test resistor along the ground wire, in series with the card,and we measured the voltage at the

resistor. Measurements were obtained using a 500 MHz Agilent digital oscilloscope, devised to

acquire a complete voltage trace during an acquisition interval T . By opportunistically tuning

the temporal granularity of the oscilloscope traces, we areable to monitor the current values

drawn during frame transmissions, frame receptions, channel monitoring and backoff. The in-

stantaneous power consumptions are then evaluated, in the hypothesis of fixed input voltage

Vin = 5V and resistive input impedance of the card, as:

P (t) = Vin
v(t)

R
(38)

wherev(t) is the direct measurement of the test resistor voltage, andv(t)/R is the indirect

measurement of the current drawn by the card. Elaborating the oscilloscpe traces, we also

averaged the instantaneous values for characterizing theWtx, Wrx andWidle values and the

overall average consumptionW . In order to cross-validate our results, we performed some

additional measurements by means of a digital multimeter. This instrument allows tracking the

average power consumption at time scales much longer than a frame transmission time (e.g.

1 second). Thus, we compared these average values with the elaborations of the oscilloscope

traces.

Although the results presented in this thesis mainly refer to the D-Link DWL G-122

card, based on the Ralink chipset RT2500USB, we repeated ourmeasurement campaign for

other test cards (namely, Netgear WG111v2, Asus WL-167G andLinksys WUSB 300N), and

for different operating systems (Windows and Linux). The four WiFi cards are depicted in

Fig.35.

The host laptop was an Acer Extensa 5220, connected in ad-hocmode with another

identical laptop. As a traffic generator, we used the Iperf [84] tool with a CBR source over

UDP. Unless otherwise specified, the source rate has been setto 100Mbps (in order to guarantee
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Figure 35: WiFi cards used in the experimental tests.
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Figure 36: Power Spectral Density of OFDM and DSSS signals, for Ptx = 15 dBm and Ptx = 0 dBm.

saturation of the transmission buffer) with a frame length equal to 1470 bytes. We ran different

experiments, changing the PHY transmit rater and the PHY transmit power Ptx employed by

the cards. These parameters have been changed by means of thecard configuration interface

at the driver level. In some cases (e.g. the very recent Linksys card), some configuration

options were not available. Therefore, we used the D-Link card as a reference card thanks to

the availability of a full featured driver.

We carefully checked that the values specified at the driver level were conform to the

actual values adopted by the cards. About the PHY transmit rate, we considered a very simple

validation test, by comparing the actual frame transmission times with the expected ones. The

actual frame transmission times have been measured at the oscilloscope, by identifying time
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intervals during which the card drew the maximum current value. About the PHY transmit

power, we monitored the RSSI values sampled at the receiver for different configuration of the

transmit power, while maintaining the transmitter and the receiver node at the same position.

We noticed that the RSSI values experienced increments or decrements corresponding exactly

to the changes applied at the transmitter side. Some exceptions have been found when we

set transmit power values higher than 15 dBm. In fact, despite the regulatory limit is higher,

some cards do not allow settings higher than 15 dBm. Finally,we also checked that thePower

Spectral Density(PSD) revealed by means of a spectrum analyzer changed in agreement with

the PHY transmit power. Fig. 36 plots some traces of our spectrum analyzer, obtained for

Ptx=15 dBm and Ptx=0 dBm, in the case ofr=6 Mbps (OFDM modulation) andr=11 Mbps

(DSSS modulation).

Impact of transmit power Figures 37 and 38 plot the power absorption traces collecteddur-

ing some experiments lastingT=5 ms. The figures refer to the D-Link DWL G-122 card and

have been obtained for Ptx=15 dBm (Fig. 37) and Ptx=0 dBm (Fig. 38) at different transmit

rates (namely, 1 Mbps, 6 Mbps, 11 Mbps and 54 Mbps). Unless otherwise specified, we always

refer to this test card.

Focusing on Fig. 37, we can easily recognize the different working states of the card un-

der test. The higher power levels correspond to the transmission states, whose duration depends

on the employed rate. The time intervals between two consecutive transmissions correspond

to the reception of the ACK frames and to the subsequent random backoff process. The figure

visualizes that the power consumption experienced during these two phases, i.e. in reception

and idle mode, is substantially the same. In order to better visualize the ACK reception times,

we set the network basic rate at 2 Mbps. In each trace, we can recognize a narrow spike over the

lower level at the end of each frame transmission, which corresponds to the ACK reception. For

the 54 Mbps trace, we can observe two small spikes between thetransmission of the sixth and

seventh frame. We verified, by means of a traffic sniffer, thatthis spike is due to the reception

of a beacon frame transmitted by the receiver1.

1We recall that in ad-hoc networks, all the nodes schedule thebeacon transmission at regular time instants.
When a given node succeeds in transmitting the beacon, all the other pending ones are suspended.
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Figure 37: Instantaneous power consumption in saturation conditionsfor different transmit rates - Ptx =
15 dBm.

By comparing Fig. 37 and Fig. 38, it is qualitatively evidentthat for Ptx=0 dBm

the powerWtx consumed in the transmission state is reduced. However, such a reduction is

marginal for the OFDM modulated frames (i.e. for the 6 Mbps and 54 Mbps cases), while is

appreciable for the DSSS ones. The power consumption experienced in reception and idle state

is approximately the same in both the figures.

Table 11 quantifies our previous considerations. We estimated theWtx, Wrx andWidle

values, by quantizing the traces plotted in Figures 37 and 38into three different levels (an high

level for the transmission state, an intermediate level forthe reception state, and a low level for

the idle state), and by averaging the instantaneous values collected for each level. By using these

estimates, we evaluated the average power consumption according to eq. (36) and we compared

such an evaluation with the trace average values and with themultimeter measurements. The

average values have been summarized under theW column and identified, respectively, by the

Eqn, Osc andMul label. The results obtained with the three different methodologies are in

good agreement. Since equation (36) is based on the computation of the frame transmission

times, the agreement of these results also proves that the actual transmission rate is equal to the

nominal one, set at the driver level.

From the table, we can observe that the power consumed in reception (Wrx) and idle
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Figure 38: Instantaneous power consumption in saturation conditionsfor different transmit rates - Ptx =
0 dBm.

Wtx Wrx Widle W 15dBm W 0dBm

r 15 dBm0 dBm15 dBm0 dBm15 dBm0 dBm Eqn Osc Mul Eqn Osc Mul
1 Mbps 1.98 1.54 1.40 1.40 1.38 1.38 1.941.941.961.521.491.53
11 Mbps 2.06 1.56 1.40 1.40 1.38 1.38 1.841.861.791.501.541.49
6 Mbps 1.85 1.64 1.44 1.44 1.38 1.38 1.771.771.741.601.621.59
54 Mbps 1.85 1.64 1.44 1.44 1.38 1.38 1.571.551.511.491.461.44

Table 11: Per-state and average power consumption values [W].

(Widle) state are comparable in all the cases. By reducing the transmit power Ptx from 15 dBm

to 0 dBm, theWtx values are reduced of about 20% forr=1 Mbps andr=11 Mbps (DSSS case),

and about 10% forr=6 Mbps andr=54 Mbps (OFDM case). These reductions are reflected in

lower percentual reduction of the average power consumption W . Note that the table refers to

a card working in saturation conditions. Since in most casesthe transmission time is a small

fraction of the whole activity time, the reduction of theWtx values by means of TPC has a

marginal effect on the overall energy consumption of the cards.

Finally, Table 12 summarizes the results of similar measurements carried out with dif-

ferent cards. From the table we note that, for each card, theWidle andWrx values are compa-

rable. For the cards transmitting at 15 dBm, we also note thatthe powerWtx consumed in the

transmission state may vary from 1.85 W up to 2.69 W because ofdifferent card designs and

implementations.
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Card Ptx Wtx Wrx Widle

Linksys 15 2.69 1.65 1.61
Netgear 15 2.01 1.58 1.39

Asus 12 1.40 1.01 0.97
D-Link 15 1.85 1.44 1.38

Table 12: Power consumption values for different cards forr = 6 Mbps [W].

r W Thr E(T)/bit
1 Mbps 1.94 0.915 2.12e-6
11 Mbps 1.86 6.192 3.00e-7
6 Mbps 1.77 4.458 3.97e-7
54 Mbps 1.55 13.706 1.13e-7

Table 13: Average power [W], average throughput [Mbps], and energy per-bit [J/b] at different rates.

Impact of transmit rate The most evident effect of the PHY transmit rate on energy con-

sumption is obviously related to the duration of frame transmissions. As the transmit rate in-

creases, the ratiotx spent by the card in transmission state is reduced, thus resulting in a lower

averageW value. Moreover, the reduction of the transmission times allows to deliver an higher

number of frames duringT . Therefore, the per-bit energy consumption is further improved.

Table 13 quantifies these considerations by summarizing theW (which is proportional to the

energy consumptionE(T )), the average throughput, and the per-bit energy consumption ob-

served in saturation conditions at different rates. From the table, we can conclude that the PHY

transmit rate strongly affects the per-bit energy consumption of the cards.

In section 5.4.1, we have implicitly assumed that each card is characterized by a fixed

Wtx value, which does not depend on the transmit rate, and that such a value is constant during

the whole transmission intervalTDATA. However, these assumptions are not rigorous. In Table

11 we can see a clear difference between the OFDM and DSSS modulations (Wtx is about 1.8

W for the OFDM case and about 2 W for the DSSS one). While in OFDMmode theWtx is

about the same for the 6 Mbps and 54 Mbps case, some differences appear in DSSS mode, as

the transmit rate changes from 1 to 11 Mbps. In order to bettervisualize this phenomenon, Fig.

39 plots the instantaneous power consumption observed for the DSSS modulations. The traces

collected at different rates have not been labeled, since wecan easily recognize the 1, 2, 5.5 and

11 Mbps traces according to frame transmission duration.

From the figure it is evident that the instantaneousWtx values slightly grow as the trans-
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Figure 39: Instantaneous power consumption at 1, 2, 5.5. and 11 Mbps.

mit rate increases. We suspect that this increment is due to the additional processing complexity

introduced by the higher rate modulations. At the beginningof the frame transmissions, for the

5.5 Mbps and 11 Mbps traces, we can also recognize that the preamble transmission is charac-

terized by a power consumption lower than during the rest of the frame.

5.4.3 Energy consumption components

The power consumption measurements described in the previous section have been obtained by

considering the card under test (i.e. a D-Link DWL G-122 card) as a black box. In other words,

we characterized the instantaneous power consumption without identifying the different hard-

ware components responsible of partial absorptions. Indeed, the decomposition of the overall

consumption into independent sub-systems performance canbe very enlightening for the design

of effective power saving schemes.

Fig. 40 shows a card block diagram, analogous to the one depicted in [85]. The card

has been decomposed into: a Power Amplifier (PA), an RF subsystem (RF), a MAC/BaseBand

processor, and a USB host interface (USB).

Each of these sub-blocks gives a different and easily recognizable contribution to power

consumption. The Power Amplifier is relevant only during transmission bursts. Most WiFi im-

plementations feature an external power amplifier. The reason for choosing an external power
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Figure 40: System blocks of a USB WiFi card.

amplifier is that the realization of low-voltage CMOS linearpower amplifiers for OFDM sig-

nals is an extremely challenging task. In fact, the OFDM signal has a very highPeak-to-Average

Power Ratio(PAPR) which makes difficult designing efficient linear power amplifiers2. The RF

subsystem, which is responsible for frequency synthesis, synchronization, up and down con-

version and low-noise amplification, absorbs power while the card is not dozen. The power

consumption due to baseband processing is very different depending on if the station is trans-

mitting or receiving. When the card is in transmission state, the baseband processor just encodes

and modulates the frames, thus resulting in a very lower power consumption. Conversely, when

the card is in reception state, several actions are needed, such as timing and fine frequency syn-

chronization, channel estimation and equalization and, inthe case of OFDM signals, channel

decoding. All these operations make the baseband processing more power-eager during recep-

tion than during transmission. Since the MAC processing hasan event-based low-rate schedule,

its power consumption is very low. Finally, a component which turnes out to have a significant

contribution to the overall power consumption is theUniversal Serial Businterface to the host.

In the following, we try to dissect separately the contribution of each component.

Power amplifier We can identify the power consumptionWPA due to the power amplifier by

consideringWPA = Wtx −Widle. From Table 11, for a nominal Ptx value of 15 dBm, it results

WPA ' 600 mW in the case of DSSS modulations, andWPA ' 470 mW in the case of OFDM

modulations. Such values are compatible to a power amplifierefficiency of about 5%.

Note that the lowerWPA value experienced under the OFDM mode is not due to an

higher efficiency in amplifying OFDM signals. In fact, by integrating the PSD traces collected

by the spectrum analyzer, we found that, despite of the same nominal transmit power, the power

2The most efficient power amplifiers found in the literature have an efficiency which may approximately vary
from 40% [86] down to less than 10% [87] as the amplifier gain increases.
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radiated in OFDM mode is 4.4 dB lower that the power radiated in DSSS mode. This phe-

nomenon can be explained as a side-effect of the non-linearity of the power amplifier. When

operating in DSSS mode (i.e. with low PAPR), the power amplifier can be fed with high level

signals, without triggering spectral spurs. Conversely, when operating on OFDM signals (i.e.

with high PAPR), the signal levels have to be attenuated in order to avoid spur signals impairing

the spectral mask requirements.

RF front-end and baseband processing We assume that the baseband power consumed

when the card is in transmission state is neglegible. As far as concern the reception state, we

identify the power consumptionWBB due to the baseband processing asWBB = Wrx −Widle.

From Table 11, it resultsWBB ' 20 mW in the case of DSSS modulations, andWBB ' 60 mW

in the case of OFDM modulation. As expected, theWBB computation leads to the same results

in case of Ptx = 15 dBm and Ptx = 0 dBm.

In order to compute the RF front-end power consumptionWRF , we also measured the

instantaneous powerWdoze absorbed by our card while in doze state. The measurement has

been carried out by switching the card transceiver off. By processing the oscilloscope traces,

we obtained an averageWdoze value of 760 mW. Assuming thatWRF is independent from the

transmission or reception state, we considerWRF = Widle −Wdoze ' 620 mW.

Universal Serial Bus / host interface We assume that the power consumption resulting in

the doze state is mainly due to the USB interface. Therefore,WUSB ' Wdoze = 760 mW. Our

measurements are compatible to the power consumption of a common USB / Host interface

[85], which is about 600/700 mW. Note that this contributionrepresents an high fraction of the

whole card consumption, being comparable to theWPA value measured at full transmit power.

This high value may be explained with the high speed of the PHYfeatured in the Universal

Serial Bus specification [88].
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Figure 41: Semplified block diagram of the simulator.

6 Appendix

6.1 Part A: High level description of the simulator and interference model

The simulation results disseminated throughout the thesiswere obtained by using an interacting

MATLAB/C++ custom-made simulator (Fig. 41). It is based on amixed geometrical-stochastic

model that can simulate a cellular layout including an accurate interference model.

Specifically, the network topologies considered in all the simulations and the channel

evolutions have been implemented in C++, while the allocation policies and the capacity com-

putation have been implemented in MATLAB. The choice to use an independent C++ simulator

for simulating the channels stems from the fact that this task is the most critical one from a

computation point of view. Moreover, since the channel coefficients depend on the physical and

propagation environment and evolve independently from theallocation policies, the channel

simulation can be carried out independently from the allocations, without affecting the overall

simulation accuracy.

The simulator has a clock-driven architecture, whose time unit is given by the symbol

time. The C++ routine is executed at the beginning of the simulation and provides the BS grid,

the MS positions, the channel gain coefficients at each simulation symbolt ∈ [0, T ]. For each

simulation stept, the allocation module is run sequentially at each BS, in order to determine

the allocated PBUs and the power allocations on them. Such a sequential allocation is only a

simulation feature and does not affect the system performance. In fact, whenever the allocation

module requires a channel state feedback, the feedback is assumed to be signaled in the previous

frame. Therefore, the interference is evaluated by considering all the allocations performed at

time t− 1.

An example of a network layout is shown in Fig. 42 on the following page: it refers to a
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Figure 42: Example of a homogeneous network layout (grid in meters).

context with a single layer of BSs (macro-BSs) which serve users disseminated throughout the

network.

The BSs (identified by red spots) are deployed on a regular grid (according to an hexag-

onal cell geometry), while the MSs (represented by diamonds) are distributed on the whole

topology in a random way. All the stations are arranged on a toroidal surface: thanks to this

implementation of the grid, the stations (BSs and MSs) located on the rightmost part of the grid

are adjacent those ones placed on the leftmost part of it, similarly the BSs located at the top

of the grid are adjacent those ones arranged on the undersideof the grid. In this way a correct

signal/interference model is obtained, also for the stations located on the edge of the grid.

The signal received by a generic MS consists ofN time-delayed multipath replicas of

the transmitted signal. TheseN paths are defined by powers and delays and are chosen ran-

domly according to the channel generation procedure explained in [3]. Each path consists of

M subpaths. Each MS in the grid senses the presence of multipleBSs and it associates itself

to the BS from which the signal strength is perceived as stronger; consequently the remaining

BSs are marked as interfering ones. With reference to the layout depicted in Fig. 42, for the

selected MS, the links towards the sensed BSs are marked withdashed blue lines: the example

just shows as a BS, apparently far from the MS (because located on the opposite side of the

grid), is actually sensed by it, due to the toroidal implementation of the grid.

Fig. 43 on the following page shows another example of layout, which instead refers to

a mixed macro-femto context. Two layers of BSs, the macro ones, identified by blue full spots

and the femto ones, identified by blue empty spots, are superimposed on the same network,
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Figure 43: Example of a mixed macro-femto layout.

while the MSs, identified by red empty spots, are still arranged randomly.

The figure also shows some additional details with respect tothe previous layout de-

picted in Fig. 42 on the previous page. The three segments which depart from the spots iden-

tifying the macro-BSs indicate that the macro-cells are three-sectored, while the segments de-

parting from the red spots indicate the motion direction of the MSs. Three types of sectoring

are possible for the macro-cells, each one corresponding toa different implemented antenna

configuration: you may have non-sectored (which corresponds to an omnidirectional radiation

pattern), 3-sector and 6-sector cells. The last two configurations will be analyzed in detail in

the next section.

The number of BSs sensed by each MS depends on the channel gainvalues between the

MS and the BSs: depending on these gains, for a selected MS, a BS can appearunder noise(if

the signal coming from it is below the noise threshold),masked(by nearby BSs) oractive. In

the first two cases the BS will not be detectable, viceversa itwill be sensed as serving-BS or

interfering one.

Fig. 44 on the following page shows, for a fixed context and a generic MS, thePower

Spectral Density(PSD) associated to the channels between the selected MS andthe BSs in the

grid: as shown in the figure, only a few BSs are on average abovethe fixed threshold, marked

by a dashed line, the other ones are undetectable for the MS.
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Figure 44: Example of PSD associated to MS-BSs channels.

6.2 Part B: BS antenna configurations

Different configurations and antenna patterns for the BSs are implemented in the simulator, in

a consistent way with the specifications reported in [3].

Fig. 45 on the next page shows the angular parameters, considering a generic BS-MS

link:

• ΩBS is the BS antenna array orientation, defined as the difference between the broadside

of the BS array and the absolute North (N) reference direction;

• θBS is the LOS (Line of Sight) AoD (Angle of Departure) direction between the BS and

the MS, with respect to the broadside of the BS array;

• δn,AoD is the AoD for thenth path with respect to the LOS AoDθ0;

• ∆n,m,AoD is the offset for themth subpath of thenth path with respect toδn,AoD;

• θn,m,AoD is the absolute AoD for themth subpath of thenth path at the BS with respect to

the BS broadside;
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Figure 45: Definition of BS-MS angular parameters [3].

• ΩMS is the MS antenna array orientation, defined as the difference between the broadside

of the MS array and the absolute North reference direction;

• θMS is the angle between the BS-MS LOS and the MS broadside;

• δn,AoA is the AoA (Angle of Arrival) for thenth path with respect to the LOS AoAθ0,MS;

• ∆n,m,AoA is the offset for themth subpath of thenth path with respect toδn,AoA;

• θn,m,AoA is the absolute AoA for themth subpath of thenth path at the MS with respect

to the MS array broadside;

• v is the MS velocity vector;

• θv is the angle of the velocity vector with respect to the MS broadsideθv = arg(v).

As mentioned in the previous section, besides the omnidirectional antenna configuration,

two additional BS antenna patterns were implemented in the simulator, in order to support 3-

sector and 6-sector macro-cell scenarios. These antenna patterns are designed for diversity-

oriented applications (i.e. large inter-element spacing). For beamforming applications that

require small spacings, alternative antenna designs should be considered leading to different

antenna patterns.

The expression which describes the radiation pattern of a generic BS is:

A(θ) = −min[12(
θ

θ3dB
)2, Am] (39)
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Figure 46: Boresight pointing direction for 3-sector cells [3].

where: θ (−180◦ ≤ θ ≤ 180◦) is defined as the angle between the direction of interest and

the boresight of the antenna,θ3dB is the 3dB beamwidth in degrees, andAm is the maximum

attenuation.

For a 3-sector scenario,θ3dB is 70 degrees,Am is 20dB, and the antenna boresight

pointing direction is shown in Fig. 46. Remember that the boresight is defined as the direction

to which the antenna shows the maximum gain. The correspondent antenna pattern, for forward

and reverse links, is plotted in Fig. 47 on the next page: the antenna gain is 14dBi.

For a 6-sector scenario,θ3dB is 35 degrees andAm is 23dB, which results in the pattern

shown in Fig. 48 on page 89; the boresight pointing directionis plotted in Fig. 49 on page 90.

So, compared with the 3-sector antenna pattern, the beamwidth is reduced by half to 35 degrees,

consequently the corresponding gain is 3dB higher (17dBi).

6.3 Part C: Implemented environments and correspondent Path Loss mod-

els

The 3GPP and 3GPP2 industry alliances jointly developed channel models that can be used for

the evaluation of cellular systems with multiple antenna elements. The models are defined for

three environments, which are also the environments implemented in the simulator and cited in

the thesis, namely:
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Figure 47: Antenna pattern for 3-sector cells [3].

• Suburban Macrocell(valid for BS to BS distances of approximately 3Km);

• Urban Macrocell(same assumption for the inter-site distance);

• Urban Microcell(BS to BS distance less than 1Km).

Macro cell environments assume that BS antennas are above rooftop heigth, while for the urban

microcell scenario BS antennas are assumed to be at rooftop heigth.

Table 14 on page 91 describes the parameters used in each environment, where:

• σAS: is theAngle Spread, defined as the root mean square (RMS) of angles with which

an arriving path is received by the BS array;

• σDS: is the root mean square of delays associated to the reflections. Remember that the

maximum delay time spread is defined as the difference between the time of arrival of the

earliest significant multipath component (typically theline of sightcomponent) and the

time of arrival of the latest multipath component;

• σAoD: is the mean angle with which an arriving or departing path isreceived or transmit-

ted by the BS with respect to the boresite; ipotizing the uplink-downlink reciprocity, the

AoD/AoA angles are identical;
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Figure 48: Antenna pattern for 6-sector cells [3].

• σSF : is the lognormal shadow fading random variable. Remember that lognormal shad-

owing describes the random shadowing effects for a large number of different locations

with the same distance but with different environmental clutter on the propagation path;

• η(a, b): is a random variable (Gaussian) distribution with meana and varianceb;

• U(a, b): is the uniform distribution, whose support is defined by twoparameters,a andb,

which are its minimum and maximum values;

With reference to thePath Loss models, cited in the last row of Table 14 on page 91,

those ones implemented in the simulator are:

• Free Space: it is the simplest model which describes the loss in signal strength of an elec-

tromagnetic wave that would result from aline of sightpath through free-space (usually

air), with no obstacles nearby to cause reflection or diffraction. Free Space Path Lossis

proportional to the square of the distanced (in meters) between the transmitter and the

receiver and to the square of the frequencyf (in hertz) of the radio signal. By neglecting

the system losses, the equation for thePLfree−space is:

PLfree−space = (
4πd

λ
)2 = (

4πdf

c
)2 (40)

whereλ is the signal wavelength (in meters) andc is the speed of light in a vacuum
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Figure 49: Boresight pointing direction for 6-sector cells [3].

2.99792458 x 108 m/s. For typical radio applications, it is common to findf measured in

units of MHz,d in km and thePLfree−space expressed indB. Manipulating appropriately

equation (40), the following expression indB can be obtained:

PLfree−space[dB] = 20log10(d) + 20log10(f) + 32.45 (41)

• Power exponent: as the previous model, with an exponentη major than 2, tipically in the

range of 2 to 4:

PLexponent = (
4πd

λ
)η = (

4πdf

c
)η (42)

The exponent 2 is for propagation in free space (the previouscase), 4 is for relatively

lossy environments and for the case of full specular reflection from the earth surface (the

so-calledflat earth model). In some environments however, especially in presence of

buildings and obstacles in general, the path loss exponent can reach values in the range

of 4 to 6. The models analyzed so far are very simple and not much realistic, they have

been implemented primarily for educational purposes. The models which follow, on the

other hand, are classical empirical models adaptable to real contexts, actually used in the

simulations reported throughout the thesis. For a completetreatment of them, you can

refer to ([89],[90]).
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Table 14: Environment parameters [3].

• Hata: it is thePath Loss modelon which macrocell environments are based on. It provides

formulas to evaluate path loss versus distance for various scenarios: large sites, small and

medium cities or rural areas. The expression which describes the model is:

PLHata[dB] = (44.9− 6.55 log10(hBS))log10(
d

1000
) + 45.5+

+ (35.46− 1.1hMS)log10(fc)− 13.82log10(hBS) + 0.7hMS + C

(43)

wherehBS andhMS are respectively the BS and the MS antenna heights (in meters), fc

is the carrier frequency (in MHz),d the distance (in meters) between the BS and the MS

andC a constant factor (C = 0dB for suburban macro andC = 3dB for urban macro).

The expressions reported in the last row of Table 14, respectively for suburban macro

and urban macro,PL = 31.5 + 35log10(d) andPL = 34.5 + 35log10(d), are obtained

evaluating the equation (43) forhBS = 32m, hMS = 1.5m andfc = 1900MHz. The

distanced is required to be at least35m.

• Walfish-Ikegami: considering the assumptions set in the simulator, i.e. a BSantenna
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height of12.5m, a building height of12m, a building to building distance of50m, a

street width of25m, a MS antenna height of1.5m, an orientation of30deg for all paths,

the selection of metropolitan center, the following semplified expressions can be derived,

respectively for the NLOS (44) and LOS (45) case:

PLWalfish−Ikegami−NLOS[dB] = −55.9 + 38 log10(d) + (24.5 +
1.5fc
925

)log10(fc) (44)

PLWalfish−Ikegami−LOS[dB] = −35.4 + 26 log10(d) + 20log10(fc) (45)

The expressions of the table are obtained evaluating the previous ones for afc value of

1900 MHz.
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7 Conclusions

Along with a technological evolution of networks, with new emerging technologies− specif-

ically 3GPPLong Term Evolution(LTE) and IEEE 802.16 (WiMAX)− designed to provide

applications and services characterized by high data rate and stringent requirements of QoS, in

recent years there has also been an evolution of networks from an architectural point of view,

migrating from traditional cellular networks (with macro Base Stations located on the territory

to provide connectivity to users) to heterogeneous networkscenarios where different devices co-

exist in the same layout. A modeling study of these emerging network scenarios, together with

a simulative approach devoted to provide important design guidelines, has been the subject of

this thesis.

With reference to a classical OFDMA network with a reuse factor equal to 1 and char-

acterized by only macro-BSs (possibly with different transmit power levels), some preliminary

considerations, supported by simulations, have been carried out in order to emphasize scenarios

in which network planning and mobile station feedbacks are (or are not) advantageous.

Simulations run under different propagation models have shown that, overall,water

filling approach, independently performed in each cell, performs better than uniform distribution

of power on subchannels, not only on cell-basis but also froma network perspective, in terms of

aggregated network capacity. Simple uniform allocation scheme, requiring no feedback from

the MSs, provides results comparable with thewater filling scheme only in case of micro-

propagation model (where, with a very high probability, a LOS component between each BS and

the MSs exists), while it under-performswater filling in case of macro-propagation model. The

LOS component leads to high channel gains (which are also comparable from aResource Block

(RB) to another) and to a limited inter-cell interference. Therefore, selective power allocations

and frequency planning are useless or even harmful in micro-propagation environments. On

the other hand, when the LOS component is absent and the channel gains vary significantly

from a RB to another, as in macro-propagation environments,power allocations based onwater

filling provide significantly better performance than uniform power allocations. Furthermore

higher capacity values are perceived under afractional water fillingscheme (i.e. a scheme

which applies thewater fillingalgorithm only on a pre-defined sub-set of the available carriers),
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showing that a resource repartition among the cells (i.e. a control on the inter-cell interference)

is advantageous for this propagation scenario. Such a difference is even higher considering that

thefractional water fillingrequires a signaling overhead lower thatwater filling. The rational of

considering bothwater fillingandfractional water fillingis that utilizing or non utilizing all the

resources available in each cell can lead to different interference levels among the cells. Since

water filling intrinsically discards the carriers experiencing the worst channel and interfering

conditions, thefractional water fillingcan be regarded as a kind of dynamic and distributed

scheme for resource repartition among the cells.

Fractional use of resources, under certain assumptions, isalso beneficial in heteroge-

neous macro-femto environments, where femto-BSs, i.e. devices from the same functionality

of the macro-BSs but at low power (and therefore low coverage) and low cost, are deployed

in the same layout of macro-BSs. Due to their capability to ensure coverage and service to

users experiencing bad channel conditions, such as users oncell-edge or users in indoor envi-

ronments, femto-BSs provide a consistent improvement in the system capacity maintaining, at

the same time, a very low energy consumption, compared to themacro-BSs. For this reason the

use of femtocells also represents a good solution for the deployment of green networks. When

femto-cells are present in the network, femto users get capacity values significantly higher than

those experienced by macro users. The drawback is the repartition of the capacity among the

users, which is less fair when the number of active femtocells is high, although the overall

network capacity is increased. Moreover a distribution of power according to thewater filling

approach, compared to the uniform distribution, causes more fairness among the femto users

(they experience similar good channel conditions), and less fairness among the macro users (oc-

curring in this case a higher variability in the channel conditions). A simple uniform allocation

scheme, requiring no feedback from the MSs, provides results comparable with thewater filling

scheme when the number of active femtocells and the percentage of resource usage are low.

Fractional use of resources in such heterogeneous contextsis tested by forcing respec-

tively only the macro-BSs or all the BSs (macro plus femto) touse a fraction of the available

resources. In all cases where femtocells are switched on, a partial usage of the resources is

beneficial in terms of aggregated network capacity if only macro-BSs partly use the resources
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(due to the reduction of interference experienced by femto users and their consequent increment

in capacity); vice versa forcing also femto-BSs to limit theuse of resources leads to no benefit

from the network perspective (due to the heavy penalties forfemto users compared to the slight

beneficial effects perceived by macro users).

With reference to energy implications, which increasinglyplay a dominant role con-

sidering the recent trend to design green networks, the major energy efficiency of femto-BSs,

compared to macro-BSs, has already been mentioned. By varying the transmit power levels

respectively in macro- and femto-BSs, it has been noted thatan increment of macro power level

leads to a minor network aggregated capacity in all scenarios in which femtocells are present.

In fact it has a marginal positive effect on macro users compared to the devastating effect on

femto users, whose interference level becomes unacceptable. On the other hand an increment

in the femto power level leaves almost unchanged the situation of macro users (being almost

irrelevant for them a change in the values of power at those orders of magnitude) but it greatly

enhances the service level of femto users (who already experience privileged channel condi-

tions). When the power level increases, there is a major energy consumption: if the power is

set higher in macro-BSs, the macro energy consumption growsup, vice versa if the power is

increased in femto-BSs, the femto consumption rises up, reducing the gap with the macro level,

even if still substantial. The highest consumption of energy occurs in crowded scenarios, i.e.

scenarios with a high number of BSs. In any case, the application of water filling always guar-

antees a lower expenditure of energy, because the optimization of the power distribution leads

to a careful management of it, thus avoiding unnecessary wastage of energy.

Due to the impressive proliferation in next generation networks of mobile devices, equipped

with wireless interfaces and to the limited battery power they rely on, reducing their energy

consumption has become increasingly a very important research issue. So, in order to make

a complete analysis, the energetic impact at the user-side has also been evaluated. The results

of a measurement campaign have been discussed. We referred to the 802.11 technology, for

evaluating experimental measurements, and specifically toa common USB dongle. The ratio-

nale of this study was to understand the impact of transmit power tunings on the overall card

consumption, under the assumption that 3G USB cards (over which we do not have full con-
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figuration control) will exhibit a similar behavior. The accurate measurements have allowed to

evaluate the energy consumption of these cards under different operating conditions (different

PHY transmit rates and transmit powers), isolate the consumption quota of different card sub-

systems, including the power amplifier, the RF-front end, the baseband and the host interface,

and study the effects of power control on their energy saving(which has led to support the low

efficiency of this technique aimed at saving energy).

Measurements in fact have shown that the reduction of the transmission power has a

marginal effect on the overall energy consumption of WiFi cards, due to the power consumed in

idle states. The power consumption experienced in reception and idle state is approximately the

same in all the cases and it is independent from the transmit power level chosen. On the other

hand, depending on the specific card, the power consumed in the transmission state can vary in

an appreciable way, due to the different card designs and implementation.Transmission Power

Control (TPC) could help to save some energies when cards spend the maximum possible time

in the transmission state (i.e. saturation conditions, minimum PHY rate, absence of contending

stations), which represents a non-typical situation. However this technique has a lower impact

when the cards work in OFDM mode rather than in DSSS mode. PHY transmit rate strongly

affects the per-bit energy consumption of the cards: in factwhen the transmit rate increases, the

per-bit energy consumption improves.

Finally identifying the consumption quota of different card sub-systems, in order to

design effective power saving schemes, is always very important: for the USB cards, the inves-

tigated case, an high fraction of the whole card consumptionis due to the USB interface, which

represents a high fixed overhead.
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